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Moving Ahead
Two milestones occurred during the first week of June 2000.
On June 1, the York Haven Power Company, a GPU company,
hosted the dedication of the new serpentine vertical-slot fish
ladder at York Haven Dam, and on June 2, the Fish & Boat
Commission moved to its new headquarters at 1601 Elmerton
Avenue, Harrisburg.
The dedication of the fish ladder at York Haven Dam means
that all four hydroelectric dams on the lower Susquehanna River
now have fully functional fish passage facilities. The utilities
that operate these dams have expended about $70 million in a
joint venture to provide fish passage through Conowingo Dam,
Holtwood Dam, Safe Harbor Dam and, now, York Haven Dam.
The Fish & Boat Commission applauds these public-spirited
utilities, which joined the resource agencies in a partnership
to restore historic migratory fish runs to the Susquehanna.
I believe all Pennsylvania anglers and boaters should take pride
in what has been accomplished so far in restoring American
shad to the Susquehanna River Basin. The runs of American
shad in the Susquehanna River this spring have broken all records.
More than 160,000 American shad have passed Conowingo Dam
and more than 3,000 have used the new fish ladder at York Haven.
Efforts to restore migratory fish runs to the Susquehanna
River Basin have spanned more than a century. In 1866, the
Fish Commission was established as a state agency to address
diminishing fish populations on the Commonwealth's waters
and restore migratory fish runs on Pennsylvania's rivers and
streams. From the research of the 1950s to the historic agreements between resource agencies and the utilities in the 1980s
and 1990s, the staff of the Fish & Boat Commission have forged
a successful partnership with other agencies, the utilities and
Pennsylvania sportsmen. I'm proud of the dedicated service
of so many individuals who have devoted countless hours to
this effort.
The extraordinary leadership of one of my predecessors, Ralph
W. Abele, was a key to the success of the shad restoration efforts. As executive director of the Fish Commission in the 1970s
and 1980s, Ralph developed the "Resource First" philosophy
that guides us today. He established the VanDyke Shad Rearing Station, and he led efforts to have conditions inserted in
the operating licenses for the hydroelectric dams to require
installation of functional fish passage facilities. Ralph's predecessor as the Commission's executive director, Robert Bielo,
continued a vital leadership role in migratory fish restoration
as executive director of the Susquehanna River Basin Commission. Richard St. Pierre of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
coordinated the efforts of the agencies and the utilities through
the Susquehanna Anadromous Fish Restoration Committee,
and he was the key player in seeing these projects through from
concept to completion.
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At the ceremonies dedicating the York Haven fish ladder,
John Oliver, Secretary of the Department of Conservation and
Natural Resources, once again d e m o n s t r a t e d our
Commonwealth's strong interagency partnership to restore
migratory fish runs all the way from the Chesapeake Bay to
Binghamton, New York. Secretary Oliver announced that the
inflatable dam at Shikellamy State Park, near Sunbury, will
be operated in a way that maximizes upstream passage of
American shad in the future. This means that the bags that
are inflated to form the dam may have to remain down later
in the season, and Secretary Oliver pledged DCNR's support
of this effort. The Fish & Boat Commission applauds Secretary Oliver's statement and we will work with him on a
permanent solution to fish passage at the inflatable dam.
As American shad move up the Susquehanna River in record
numbers in spring 2000, the Fish & Boat Commission is moving
ahead in another way to better serve our customers, the anglers and boaters of Pennsylvania. On June 2, our Harrisburg
offices moved from our rented quarters on Walnut Street to
our new office building at 1601 Elmerton Avenue. For more
than 134 years, the Commission's Harrisburg offices have been
housed in borrowed or rented quarters. Now we have a home
that Pennsylvania anglers and boaters can call their own.
The new headquarters project took many years of hard work
and dedicated efforts. The new headquarters is a tribute to
the foresight of our commissioners. They realized that our
agency's ability to serve Pennsylvania anglers and boaters in
a new century would be enhanced by a functional office and
warehouse building with adequate meeting space. The members
of the General Assembly, who twice voted to approve this new
building, and the administration of Governor Tom Ridge, who
gave us the go-ahead to make this project a reality, also deserve great appreciation.
Our new headquarters is a direct result of the hard work
of a great many Fish & Boat Commission employees over many
months and even years. During the move, staff devoted countless
hours of their personal time to ensuring a smooth transition.
Our new headquarters represents an affirmation of the importance of fishing and boating programs. It is a visible
statement of the Commonwealth's faith in the future of our
efforts to provide fishing and boating opportunities through
the protection and management of aquatic resources. On July
22,2000, the Commission will host an open house at our new
headquarters. We will cut the ribbon and dedicate our new
facility to the future ofPennsylvania's precious aquatic resources.
We're moving ahead.
Peter A. Colangelo
Executive Director
Pennsylvania Fish & Boat Commission
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Ralph W. Abele Conservation Heritage Award
The Pennsylvania Fish & Boat Commission is seeking nominations
for the 2000 Ralph W. Abele Conservation Heritage Award.
The deadline for nominations is September 15,2000. The award
will be presented at an appropriate ceremony in the fall of2000.
The Ralph W. Abele Conservation Heritage Award is the
highest recognition the Pennsylvania Fish & Boat Commission can confer on persons who distinguish themselves in
the cause of conservation. The Commission established the
Abele Award to recognize citizens of Pennsylvania who have
made outstanding contributions to the protection, conservation and enhancement of the Commonwealth's
aquatic resources. The award serves as a memo
rial to Ralph Abele for his steadfast and
courageous work in protecting and conserv
ing our natural resources. Past Abele
Award winners were:
• JKen Sink
• .Dr. Maurice Goddard
• Lenny Green
•Dr. William Kodrich
• Robert W. McCullough, Jr,
•Peter D u n c a n
• James L. Myers
•.LarryJ. Schweiger
The Abele Award is
presented to a Pennsylvanian who has
dedicated his or her
time and energy to
the conservation of the
state's natural resources, specifically
the aquatic resources,
through one or more
of the following accomplishments:
Personally invested heavily in the long-term education of Pennsylvania's youth on conservation issues vital to
an improved aquatic environment.
Put at risk his or her person or livelihood to undertake
public activities and positions on behalf of improving and
protecting the aquatic resources of Pennsylvania.
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Led a regional or statewide environmental effort that
has been recognized for its duration and success in protecting and enhancing the aquatic resources of Pennsylvania.
Played a leading role in reclaiming and enhancing
a major significant natural water resource in the
Commonwealth.
Led an effort to pass major environmental legislation
for the protection, conservation and enhancement of
the natural environment of Pennsylvania.
Brought national recognition to Pennsylvania through personal activities, actions and
contributions to the aquatic resources.
Employees and active Commissioners of the
Pennsylvania Fish & Boat Commission are not
eligible for this award, but they are encouraged to submit nominations.
Nominations may be sent to Dennis
Guise, Deputy Executive Director/
Chief Counsel, Pennsylvania Fish &
Boat Commission, P.O. Box
67000, Harrisburg, PA 171067000 by no later than
September 15, 2000. The nominations should describe, in a
maximum of three typewritten
pages, the following:
Biographical
information.
How the n o m i n e e
meets the categories
for recognition.
Specific accomplishments o f the n o m i n e e .
•Past recognitions o f the n o m i n e e .
• .Affiliations o f the n o m i n e e .
• A d d i t i o n a l i n f o r m a t i o n to warrant
award o f this honor.
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To fish or boat, we must first get to the water. I had my favorite local
spots where I launched my boat. I also had permission to enter private
property to fish several favorite secluded trout streams. That's what "access" means, of course, but it's something I took for granted for a long
time. I didn't know the many ingredients that go in to creating and
maintaining "access." I also had no idea how
complicated access concerns could be for resource users and landowners. Are you like me?
In this issue beginning on page 18, regular
contributor Linda Steiner spells out what's
happening in an important court case concerning an angler's right to fish the Lehigh River.
The implications of this case affect anglers,
boaters and landowners.
^
On page 46, Aquatic ReCONSERVE
sources Program Specialist
Heidi Milbrand explores the * & * &
topic of recreational access
from a more global and regional perspective in
this issue's Conserve 2000 article.
Another view of access appears in this issue's
water trail article, "Allegheny River Wilderness
Islands Water Trail," by Janeal Hedman. The
Wilderness Islands Water Trail is a 106-mile Allegheny River stretch of
which nearly 87 miles are designated as part of the
National Wild & Scenic River System.
Access, and everything it entails, is important
because it not only lets us get to good fishing and
boating spots so that we can enjoy and appreciate
our resources. Ultimately, access lets us practice
stewardship, and that means protecting, managing
and enhancing our resources.
While you're enjoying Pennsylvania's water resources this summer, remember to bring your
camera. Check out the Commission's photo contest details and entry form on page 63, and the photography tips on page
62. We're eager to feature your work in these pages, so fill in the form
and send in an entry! -Art Michaels, Editor.
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Photo contest concern
I was wondering why you are claiming so much right to the photos
submitted to the contest. I don't have
a problem with them being published
in the Angler, but when you are not
paying anything for their use past the
publishing in the Angler, I don't feel
you have any more right to use them. I
would like to submit some photos but
can not agree with the carte blanche
use without my consent or at least
knowing that I will get the recognition
that I was the photographer who took
them. I am not a professional by any
means and only really care about the
credit in case I do have an opportunity
to sell some photos at a later date.
Please answer this so I know whether
or not to submit any photos.-Bob
Johnson, via email.
"So much right" could mean different things to different people.
We're not requiring entrants to
grant all rights, nor do we limit entrants' concurrent uses of submitted
photographs. We do not exclude
multiple submissions, either. We'd
like to keep our options open to use
photos in a variety of ways that
would benefit the Commission and
the contest entrants. To the best of
my knowledge, we've never before
run a photography contest. Even if
we'd been conducting contests annually, we still have no idea what kinds
of pictures we might receive. Editorially, photographs sometimes drive
the usage and the written words that
might accompany the pictures, and
we want to remain open to this possibility.
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We didn't say it in the rules or entry
form, but professional ethics and
courtesy on our part mean we'd credit
photographers in all uses where possible and practical.
Our contest is modeled after those
in other state conservation agencies.
One state that conducts a similar annual contest receives several hundred
entries each year. I believe this opportunity could greatly benefit readers in
our enhanced ability to inform and
educate in a variety of Commission
media. -Ed.

Green line
In the March/April 2000 issue, contributor Vic Attardo ("Small
Crankbaits for Trout") mentions using
green co-polymer monofilament line.
If trout can see at night, they certainly
are in an infrared spectrum, so any
non-organic line, camo or shaded,
would glow like a camouflaged tank in
Vietnam under infrared film. My
theory of organic material is debatable,
but I view any camo or shaded line as
something catching fishermen and not
fish. My tackle box is full of these
items.-Wayne Lavis, Bloomsburg, PA.
In many instances, trout use their
vision to find food. An example of
this is when they rise to take mayflies
on the surface of a stream during a
hatch. Trout also have a well-developed lateral line system. This is the
line that you will notice about midway
down the side of the fish, extending
from the operculum (gill cover) to the
tail. It almost resembles a seam along
the side of the trout. The lateral line
is used as a sensory organ to zero in
on movements and vibration. This
aids the fish in locating food during
periods oflow light or at night. Trout
do have a different range of vision
than humans, simply because of the
difference in the position of their
eyes. For example, the location of our
eyes allows us to see things in front of
us to a peripheral point. Trout have a
better range of vision along their
sides, but unless they move their head,
they have a blind spot in front. I have

.
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never seen any reference in the literature that indicates that trout have
infrared vision. Their success in
feeding during the night can be attributed to their ability to sense
prey through the use of their lateral
line.
Concerning the use of different
line types, some anglers swear by
clear monofilament and others like
camouflaged tints. Currently, there
are fly lines in almost every color of
the rainbow, and all seem to appeal
to one angler or the other. You could
probably ask 10 anglers their opinions on the best line to use and get
seven or eight different opinions.
My advice, then, is to use whatever
type of line suits your needs and
works the best for you.-R. Thomas
Greene, Coldwater Unit Leader.

Where to get lures
In Vic Attardo's article "Small
Crankbaits for Trout" in the March/
April 2000 issue, you published a photograph on page 9 that showed a
selection of lures. Who makes these
lures and where can I get them}-Robert
Johnson, via email.
You can find these kinds of lures
in mail-order and on-line catalogs.
Rebel Lures (Pradco), Mann's Bait
Company, Worden's Lures (Helin
Flatfish), Silver Buddy and Rapala
are just a few of the companies that
make these lures. Generally speaking, try lures of '/s-ounce or
'/16-ounce with hooks in size
10 or smaller.-Erf.

Sinnemahoning Creek
I would like to express my comments about some fine bass fishing I
had late last summer into fall. It was
almost in my backyard and I didn't
exactly know it. Sinnemahoning
Creek from Keating to
Sinnemahoning was for years acidstained red. But over the last few years
it started getting a dark, blacklike appearance. I kept saying to friends that
the creek looks good enough to hold
some fish. I stopped at a huge pool
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below Montour Run. There were big
boulders at the head of the pool. The
water was low, but there was plenty in
the big holes and pools yet. I saw
about 50 huge carp in the upper,
deeper water, so I went to the lower
shallower part, and got my binoculars
out. I saw bass, rock bass, minnows
and a pickerel swimming up and
down the creek. There were two huge
bass going downstream. On another
trip, I saw a huge carp in the shallows,
foraging in the gravel, making little
clouds of mud. I couldn't believe my
eyes when I saw two smallmouth bass
right alongside the carp, all three
heads together. They seemed to be
eating what the carp would dig out of
the stones. The bass were about IS to
16 inches long.
I decided that it was time to try
fishing. So one evening around one
hour before dark, I went to the creek
to try my luck with plugs. I'm a
night fisherman for bass. I caught
some beautiful, nice-size bass plus
losing a lot of them. So I had a
couple of m o n t h s of good fishing in
my backyard.
I've been around Shintown all my
life and finally saw a stream get good
fish life back in its waters. I'm 65
years old and I had some of the finest
bass fishing of my life on the
Sinnemahoning in just a couple of
months last summer. There are fish
from the River at Keating to the
mouth of the First Fork and beyond.
Some sections have aquatic vegetation. While fishing at dusk and after
dark, there are big bullfrogs sounding
off, plus fly hatches, beaver and hundreds of crayfish. Some of the pools
are huge, even in low water. A small
boat or canoe would be useful because
the pools are too wide for casting
from shore to shore. Some roadside
streambank sections are loaded with
poison ivy, but the fish are back.
The Sinnemahoning has been there
all my life, but I just found out how
good it is to fish right at home, nine
to 10 miles away.-Bob Kepler, Renovo.
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Your letter is one of several comments we have received over the past
few years regarding improving water
quality and fish life in
Sinnemahoning Creek, Cameron
County, particularly the reach from
where the First Fork enters downstream to the mouth at Keating.
Even though the stream still remains degraded by acid mine
drainage, water quality appears to
have improved enough to sustain
aquatic life. One possible explanation for improvement in water
quality is reclamation work that has
been done upstream, mainly in the
Bennet Branch in conjunction with
the Bennet Branch Watershed Association. Additional reclamation
work has been planned for Dents
Run this year, which is a tributary to
Bennet Branch and, eventually, the
mainstem of the Sinnemahoning.
Another reason some of the acid
mine drainage has decreased is actual remining of the old mined areas
in the watershed. Different mining
techniques used now, the addition of
alkaline materials to old mined areas, and reclamation associated with
the new mines have all resulted in a
decrease in acid mine drainage.
Lastly, the acid load of some of the
drainages has naturally declined
over time.
The First Fork and Driftwood
branches of the Sinnemahoning both
harbor excellent smallmouth bass
populations. It makes sense that the
mainstem would also eventually have
great smallmouth fishing once water
quality improved, especially with the
great habitat you described. As soon
as time permits, we plan to make an
official survey of the Sinnemahoning
to look at water chemistry and fish.
Inch by inch, year by year, some of
our waters degraded by acid mine
drainage are slowly improving.
There is still a long way to go until
these waters would compare to unaffected streams and rivers, but what
little improvement there we see is
encouraging.

We hope the good fishing continues
and water quality continues to improve, not only for you but for all of us
who have driven by miles and miles of
red-stained water with horror, and
then absolute sorrow for what we have
done to the beautiful creation handed
us and wondered-what ift-David Paul
Kristine, Fisheries Technician, Fisheries
Management Area 3.

Shad fishing
I caught American shad in the Delaware River last May for the first time.
What a magnificent fish! Can these fish
be found elsewhere in Pennsylvania?-/.
Smith, Harrisburg.
In Pennsylvania, on the Delaware
River the daily limit for American shad
is six with no minimum size limit. On
the Lehigh River, the daily limit is one
shad with no minimum size limit. On
these waterways the season is open
year-round.
Shad can also be found in the Susquehanna River and its tributaries, but
currently the season on the Susquehanna and tributaries is closed.
That may change in the future. Shad
anglers may want to read Migratory Fish
Restoration and Passage on the Susquehanna River. This 20-page, full-color
publication was originally printed in
1996. The expanded, updated and revised publication covers the legacy and
history of American shad in the Susquehanna, the history of restoration
efforts, the current restoration approach, descriptions of six migratory
fishes, reopening Susquehanna River
tributaries and dam removal, the
Susquehanna's influence on Chesapeake Bay, and individual action to aid
restoration efforts. The publication
was a cooperative venture among federal, regional and state agencies, and
other groups. Single copies are available for free. Send requests to:
Publications Section, PA Fish & Boat
Commission, P.O. Box 67000, Harrisburg, PA 17106-7000.-Ed.
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Fishing in
Philadelphia

^ \

by Vic Attar do

Even though the southeast corner of the state is crowded,
there are surprising numbers of really good fishing holes in
the area. The scenery may not be as uplifting as the
backcountry, but it can be pretty exciting catching
largemouth bass on the Delaware River with giant cargo ships
plowing past you, or wading famous Valley Creek for wild
trout in the shadow of George Washington's greatest test.
The underlying story of Philadelphia-area fishing is improved water quality. Thanks to the Clean Streams Law, the
region's waters are good enough to support quality sport
fishing. The most noticeable improvement has been on the
two rivers, the Schuylkill and Delaware. In the last IS to 20
years, shad, striped bass and largemouth bass have made a
tremendous comeback in their respective habitats.
You can expect to find good numbers of respectable-size
fish around Philadelphia. The shad are unequaled in quality, with fish regularly caught between four and six pounds
in the tidal Schuylkill River. In the Philadelphia area the
run begins around April 1 and ends in late May. Stripers go
anywhere from 12-inch yearlings to 30- and 35-pound monsters, with some stripers even bigger. Largemouth bass in
the Delaware are commonly about two pounds, but you can
catch bass up to four and five pounds and a few larger.
Smallmouth bass are a really interesting story. Even
though the average Schuylkill River bass is only 11 or 12
inches, bass size has been growing in recent years. We now
catch a lot of 13- and 14-inch smallies, and north of the city
limits fish up to 18 inches are caught more often. Cleaner
water supporting more aquatic life, warmer winters, and a
general increase in catch-and-release fishing may all be contributing factors.
Take a closer look now at some nice urban fishing.

Largemouth bass
Perhaps the most challenging place to catch largemouth
bass in the Philadelphia area is the Delaware River. From
the estuary to Trenton Falls, the lower Delaware is a tidal
waterway. And tidal bass fishing is not easy.
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The best largemouth bass fishing times on the Delaware are two hours before low tide and the first
two hours of the rising, or incoming, tide. Because the tide change is a gradual movement up and
down the river, it's possible to hop scotch along the Delaware, staying up with the key period.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••^
Wissahickon Creek is an
excellent stocked trout
water that runs from
the western suburbs into
some of the most
beautiful scenery in
Philadelphia. Though
its surrounded by an
urban setting, you'd
never know it when you
descend the hills of
Fairmount Park and
wade in Wissahickon
Creek. For some six
miles, the Wissahickon
is the most heavily
stocked stream in

Philadelphia.

Tidal changes, which change the river's water level, affect
the movement of prey and game fish. At any one spot the
waterline can change as much as eight feet. Anglers have to
time their attack with the tides, and often follow the tide as
it moves up and down the river.
When the river is at high tide, most of the flats and weed
beds are submerged. So too are many incidental structures,
like parts of docks, pipes and breakwalls. When the river is
rising, prey and game fish move into newly covered structure. When the river is falling on a low tide, the aquatic life
pulls back from these spots. Depending on the wind and
moon phase, the shift from incoming to outgoing tide takes
30 to 60 minutes. If you're boating the river or its feeder
creeks and see shore birds scouring wet areas, you can bet
the tide is mostly out or just on its way in.
The best bass fishing times on the Delaware are two hours
before low tide and the first two hours of the rising, or incoming, tide. Because the tide change is a gradual
movement up and down the river, it's possible to hop scotch
along the Delaware, staying up with the key period.
During the summer, the best places to look for bass are
around main river structures. The fish are spread out and
you'll find them around specialized cover. Oddly, the
Delaware's scattered weed beds aren't the best places to
catch fish. Bass certainly move into the grassy flats, but
they seem to prefer hard structure, particularly man-made
works like dock walls, moored ships and outlet pipes. Often
I look for a bit of "swirling structure," places where currents
are clashing, either visibly or invisibly. If I see a sheltered
wood pillar surrounded by a whirl of water, that's the type
of spot I want to work.

Access to the Delaware includes city-owned ramps at the
intersection of Linden Avenue and 9100 N. Delaware Avenue, and two Commission ramps, the Tacony Access at
Milnor Street and Princeton Avenue and another at the
Frankford Arsenal Access in the 5600-block of Tacony
Street. You'll find another access in Neshaminy State Park
at Fourth Avenue in Croydon.

Smailmouth bass
The Schuylkill River through downtown Philadelphia
used to be terribly polluted. But the river water quality has
improved and some game fish populations are solidly entrenched. The habitat in the lower river still favors carp and
catfish, but specific locations like the Fairmount Dam have
solid numbers of smallmouths.
The best smailmouth fishing on the Schuylkill is actually
in Montgomery County, from Manayunk north. There the
Schuylkill tumbles over exposed rocks and ledges and is rich
with deep riffles and rock-filled pools.
According the Commission Fisheries Technician Dave
Miko, the drought of 1999 may actually have been good for
the smailmouth bass population. In the "young of the year"
survey, which measures the abundance of fingerling fish,
the latest Schuylkill River findings shattered a previous
record. Commission biologists discovered an astounding
23 bass fingerlings per 50-meter site. The previous high on
the Schuylkill was in 1991 with 11 bass per 50-meter site.
But before you think that smailmouth heaven has come to
the Schuylkill, realize that in 1998 the river showed an incredibly low 1.5 fingerlings per measured site. The findings
reveal that not all the rollercoasters are at the Jersey shore.

In Philadelphia, access to the Wissahickon is along Germantown Avenue on the east and Ridge Avenue
on the west. The stream is stocked from Germantown Avenue downstream to Lincoln Avenue.
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Access to the Schuylkill River above
Fairmount Dam is limited to a ramp on Kelly
Drive operated by the Fairmount Park Commission. However, many anglers fish from
shore all along the park. For boat access,
you're best bets in Montgomery County are at
Haws Avenue in Norristown and at Gladwyn.
An easy-to-find launch is the Betzwood Access,
located below the Betzwood Bridge and Route
442 just north of King of Prussia.
In the summer, you'll also find some stream
smallmouth fishing in Wissahickon Creek
from Chestnut Hill to the mouth of the
Schuylkill. In fact, if you have a fly rod and
only a few hours to kill, this is the place to go.
This area is in the Valley Green section of the
creek, off Germantown Pike. Smallmouth bass
are available anywhere in that area.

Trout
An excellent stocked trout water runs from
the western suburbs into some of the most
beautiful scenery in Philadelphia. Though
it's surrounded by an urban setting, you'd
never know it when you descend the hills of
Fairmount Park and wade in Wissahickon
Creek.
Once you get into the Wissahickon ravine,
you'll be surrounded by both heavy woods and
history. The stone bridges that cross the creek
and the horse trail above one bank make it
easy to walk to several great riffles and pools.
For some six miles the Wissahickon is the
most heavily stocked stream in Philadelphia.
The stream averages about 50 feet in width
and consists mostly of riffles and pools that
are two feet to four feet deep, but it also has
some long, sluggish pools that can cover a
grown man's head.
In Philadelphia, access to the Wissahickon
is along Germantown Avenue on the east and
Ridge Avenue on the west. The stream is
stocked from Germantown Avenue downstream to Lincoln Avenue.
Another approved trout water in Philadelphia is the eight-mile section of Pennypack
Creek, in the northeast. The stream is stocked
from the county line to the Frankford Avenue
Bridge.
Hardly a stone's throw from the city are
Darby Creek and Little Darby Creek in Delaware County. Darby is stocked with trout from
about Newtown Square to Clifton Heights.
But don't forget downstream sections of Darby
Creek for smallmouths and its confluence with
the Delaware for largemouths.
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Striped bass
The striped bass fishing on the Delaware just keeps getting better and better. In the early 1980s when the
Commission first endeavored to inventory the Delaware estuary for stripers and other species, the biologists were told
they would not find any fish in the central Philadelphia area
because of a lack of oxygen in the water. But, surprise, surprise, the first time out, Commission biologists found "tens
of thousands offish and fingerlings," according to Commission Area Fisheries Manager Mike Kaufmann.
And how things have changed. In October 1998, the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission declared the
Delaware stock of striped bass "restored to historic population levels."
Each May the Commission samples 21 electrofishing
sites along the Delaware from the Commodore Barry
Bridge to Neshaminy Creek. The survey is performed during the striper's spawning time, which ranges from April to
early June.
In recent years, biologists have been finding an average of
five adult stripers at each survey site, but as many as 100
have been captured at times. The stripers spawn across shallow beaches, gravel bars, rip rap and displaced concrete.
Excellent fishing sites match these descriptions, but also
include the tidal Schuylkill near Fairmount Dam.
The Delaware River striped bass respond to a variety of
lures and flies. My favorites are white, wide-profile stream-
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ers, and thin eellike streamers in sizes 2/0 through 4. White
bucktails fished quickly through the water are a surprise
hit. Six-inch to nine-inch minnow plugs in chartreuse,
perch and silver-minnow are standard. White spinnerbaits
also provide some gut-wrenching hits.

American shad
With the deep waters of the Delaware River at Philadelphia, no one really fishes for shad there. Fishing starts
above Trenton Falls, which is actually a series of rapids. But
in recent years, very good numbers of shad have been caught
on the Schuylkill River at Fairmount Dam under the
shadow of the Philadelphia Art Museum.
A rich shad migration up the Schuylkill River at Valley
Forge helped saved Washington's army after the disastrous
winter. In fact, feeding the starving troops American shad
may have saved the American Revolution.

Carp and catfish
On any weekend, you'll see anglers sitting on the banks of
the Schuylkill River with stout rods and big reels. They're
not going after the smallmouths or the sunfish that inhabit
parts of the lower flow. They're after the big river carp and
catfish that call the city home.
From the Philadelphia Art Museum to East Falls, anglers
catch sizable cats and carp while enjoying the sights and
sounds of the city. Shore access is excellent with Fairmount
Park on the west side and Kelly Drive on the east.Q
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Rigging for Driftin
by Mike Bleech

Drift -fishing is becoming
a lost art in parts of
Pennsylvania. Yet, it has
advanced to new levels.
Recent developments in
drifting use specialized
rigging to improve the
accuracy and speed of
lure and bait presentation.
A "primitive" fishing
method has become
new again.

Fishing from a drifting boat was one of the first
logical, advanced fishing methods. It covers a lot of
water without any great expenditure of energy. Before
boat motors became common, drifting was the best
way to cover water. Anglers could row, but that was a
lot of work. Once most serious anglers had boat motors, though, drifting became too primitive for
sophisticated anglers. Motor-trolling let anglers steer
their boats wherever they wanted almost effortlessly.
Things tend to be cyclic, though. Every so often,
things are reinvented. To younger anglers, too young
to remember that not many anglers had motors for
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their boats just 30 to 40 years ago, drifting is a new
method. In fact, it is new in many ways.
Last summer, a few friends and I made a few driftfishing trips to Lake Erie. We did this with the
express purpose of getting back to simpler fishing,
away from trolling. As we examined our fishing gear,
however, we realized that our drifting methods had
become just as sophisticated as our trolling methods,
and we used a lot of the same gear. We located the
place we fished with sonar and then marked it with
buoys. To control the angle of the boat in relation to
the direction of the drift, we set the motor at an
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Smallmouth bass generally do not care for
anything fancy during summer. A live crayfish
hooked through the tail on a fine-wire hook is
probably the best offering you can use.

angle and tied a drift sock to a specific spot on the boat.
In-line planer boards, downriggers and custom-made
weights spread the lines. We used baits with artificial
lures to attract fish from greater distances than with bait
alone. When we found a very productive area, we punched
the location in the GPS so that we could return to the precise place.

Can't catch 'em where they ain't
Drifting is a pretty good method for locating fish. Today, though, anglers can shorten the searching process
considerably with electronics. Several tools have been designed for locating fish. The most useful are temperature
gauges and sonar.

i-f
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Fish are cold-blooded creatures, so their activity is largely
determined by temperature. During spring and fall, use a surface temperature gauge to locate the warmest water in lakes.
This is generally where you will find the most active fish.
During summer, use a temperature probe to find the preferred temperature depth range of the fish you hope to catch.
Sonar can help you locate both fish and the structure that
holds fish. For drifting, you should look for structural areas
instead of small pieces of structure. Instead of a hump, look
for an area where there are several humps. Instead of part of a
dropoff, look at the entire dropoff as a depth break line.
Look for broad feeding flats.
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Allegheny River at Warren. Drift-fishing with
a river current is one of the most pleasant ways
to spend a day. It's also one of the most
effective fishing methods. Use oars or an
electric motor to stay at the right depth.

Look for areas with scattered fish instead offish that are
congregated in a small area. I seldom make up my mind to
drift before going fishing. The decision to drift should be
made based on your observations once you are on the water.
If fish are congregated by a small piece of structure, you
should not drift. Anchor or hover over the fish using an
electric motor.

Spreading the rigs
If you just lower lines that are rigged the same way over
the side of the boat, you can use just a few lines without tangling. This is plenty in some situations, most notably when
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two anglers are getting all of the action they want with just
two lines. This allows you to hold the rods in your hands,
which is the most effective way to manage the lines. You
feel everything that is going on at the end of the line if the
terminal rigs are on the bottom. You can tell whether the
bottom is soft or hard, or if you are bumping over gravel or
boulders. You can detect even minor changes in depth. And
you get the enjoyment of feeling fish strike your bait or lure.
But if fishing is slow, if the fish are scattered, you can
cover a lot more water by using two lines per angler and
spreading those lines using long rods, downriggers, planer
boards and various terminal rigs. These line-spreading
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drift
socks

at the bow and amidships to steer the boat
closer to the line of a dropoff.

tools also allow more anglers to drift-fish
from a boat.
Boats must be equipped with several rod
holders when several lines are drifted.
Even if anglers think they can hold a rod in
each hand, one rod must be set down to fight
a fish on the other rod. But there is another
reason for using rod holders that many anglers do not recognize. Anglers cannot
maintain the position of rods as rigidly as rod
holders can. They tend to lift and lower rod
tips. Fatigue tends to pull rod tips back.
This causes tangles. So if you are going to
drift more than one line per angler, put all
rods in holders.
Long rods are the easiest way to spread
lines. If nine-foot rods are used instead or 6
y2-foot rods, for example, in a 100-foot drift,
and if each bait or lure attracts fish from a
distance of five feet, then the nine-foot rods
increase the amount of water covered.

Figure 2. A wire-frame
trolling sinker keeps
baits and lures close
to the bottom with
minimal snags.
Tie lures and baits at
least three feet behind
the sinker. A swivel
between the leader and
the sinker prevents the
leader from twisting so
badly that it loses
strength.

TERMINAL
RIG
(nightcrawler harness)

DRIFT
SINKER
'

5<*s*s
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The next step in spreading lines is to adjust the angle between the boat and the drift direction. If a boat is five feet
wide and 16 feet long, by positioning the boat sideways to
the wind instead of pointing it into or away from the wind,
you increase the amount of water covered.
Run lines from planer boards and you can easily get lines
IS feet to either side of the boat, and maybe farther, depending on the drift speed. Planer boards do not plane as far or
as straight from the boat as they do while trolling, which is
done at greater speed. But just widening the spread with the
boards 15 feet from the boat increases the spread, which
certainly improves your odds considerably.

Terminal rigs
You have a wealth of options for baits and artificial lures
while drift-fishing. However, these options are limited by
the speed of the drift.
At very slow drift speeds, vertical jigging is my favorite
way to fish. It allows me to keep the rod in my hands, which
I prefer because I feel the strikes. Vertical jigging also adds
an erratic movement to the lure, which is usually more effective than a straight drift.
As drift speeds increase, you can use crankbaits. Banana
baits such as the Flatfish or Lazy Ike are excellent because
they have action at very slow speeds.
Combinations of artificial lures and bait attract fish with
odor, taste, color, movement and vibration. Harnesses for
nightcrawlers, minnows and leeches, especially nightcrawler harnesses, are the standard lures of drift fishing.
They are suitable for virtually any drift speed. Colorado
blades should be used on harnesses for drifting because
they spin at slower speeds than either willow leaf or Indiana-style blades.
Simple live bait rigs are sometimes more effective than
anything else. Smallmouth bass generally do not care for
anything fancy during summer. A live crayfish hooked
through the tail on a fine-wire hook is probably the best
offering you can use.
With any of these lures and baits, getting them in front of
the fish is the key ingredient to success. This usually means
getting the rigs close to the bottom. Several sinkers have
been designed to drag over the bottom while drifting. Typically, they consist of lead cast onto a piece of thin wire. The
springiness of the wire tends to bounce these sinkers over
snags. I make my own using a lead jigging spoon mold.
Built so the edge of the spoon blade cuts through the water,
they run deeper than the more common drifting sinkers of
the same weight.
Drifting sinkers should have swivels at their trailing ends,
where the leader to the bait or lure attaches. Most baits, and
obviously nightcrawler harnesses, put a lot of twist in the
line. The trolling sinker will not spin, so all of the twist is in
the leader. This can significantly weaken the leader in just a
short time.
Rig baits or lures at least three feet behind sinkers. Drift
sinkers are often painted to act as fish attractors. I believe
the sinkers are more likely to scare fish. Many professional
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walleye tournament anglers now use sinkers that are attached to the line with an alligator clip. These sinkers are
snapped sometimes more than 20 feet ahead of terminal
rigs. They are removed while the fish is brought toward the
boat. The only drawback to this system is that these sinkers
are relatively expensive, and they can slip off the line on
snags more than sinkers that are tied to the line.
Leadhead jigs tipped with bait might be the simplest terminal rig of all for drifting because they combine weight,
color and bait in one unit, and they can be used with all but
the fastest drifts and at most depths. The biggest disadvantage of jigs is that they tend to snag more often than
wire-frame drifting sinkers.

Controlling the drift
The biggest drawback to drifting is that you are basically
at the mercy of the wind or current. Of course, this is also
part of the advantage of drifting-these same forces push
food to fish. You are generally moving in the right direction
while drifting.
But you are not completely at the mercy of the wind or
current. Drift socks can be used to control wind-drifting
speed, the angle of the boat in relation to wind direction,
and to a small degree, drift direction. One drift sock, depending on size, can usually keep a boat drifting at a
practical speed. If not, it is probably too windy to be fishing.
A drift sock is an adaptation of a sea anchor, a parachutelike tool used in deep water to keep the bows of boats
headed into the wind, especially during storms. Boats can
handle waves better if they enter the waves bow-first. You
should keep this in mind if you drift in choppy water. However, drift socks can be used to control the angle of the boat
in relation to wind direction in small to moderate waves.
Tie drift socks at the bow and stern to drift sideways.
This allows more lines to be drifted than drifting with the
bow into the wind.
Tie one drift sock to the bow and another amidships to
align the boat at an angle to the wind. This causes the boat
to drift slightly at an angle to the wind direction, which can
increase the distance in which you are over fish. For example, if you want to drift over a dropoff but the wind is
blowing at an angle to the right of the dropoff, tie one of
the drift socks to steer the boat in the same direction you
would turn if you were using the motor.

Electric motors
Ok, maybe it is not strictly drifting if you use an electric
motor, but you can use an electric motor while drifting in
river currents to reduce your speed. This keeps your lines in
front of the boat or under the boat, and changes your speed
in relation to the current enough to use artificial lures.
Electric motors can be used in wind drifts to stay on top
of structure. Just use enough thrust with the electric motor
to steer the boat and let the wind do the rest. The battery
will hold out a lot longer than it would if you strictly
trolled.O
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Lehigh River Court Case
Tests "Navigability"
by Linda Steiner

Most property in Pennsylvania, including waterways
and watersides, is owned privately, without legal doubt.
Some places, like state forests, county parks, game lands
and Fish & Boat Commission lakes and boat accesses,
are unquestionably in some form of public ownership.
The area of public rights in Pennsylvania waters is a "gray
area" in Pennsylvania property law. Questions about which
waters are legally navigable and the public's rights to use
them have sparked considerable litigation and debate. A
recent decision by the Pennsylvania Superior Court has
answered some questions about the status of one Pennsylvania stream.
On July 26, 1999, the Superior Court of Pennsylvania upheld a lower court ruling that the public "has the right to
fish the bed of the Lehigh River for its length."
The controversy over whether or not the public has a
right to use the Lehigh River, in all its parts, has been
closely watched by the angling and boating public, as well
as private property owners.
The incident that prompted the court case occurred in
the spring of 1995, when an angler, John Andrejewski, began fishing in a section of the Lehigh River upstream of
Francis E. Walter Dam, near the Great Falls of the Lehigh, in
Luzerne County. Andrejewski had accessed the Lehigh
through lands co-owned by his father. He fished waters
that had been leased and stocked with trout by a private
group, the Lehigh Falls Fishing Club, and posted against
trespass. Members of the club told Andrejewki he was not

permitted there; but the angler, believing the river was
within the public domain, refused to leave. The stage was
set for a court test of the navigability of the Lehigh, and
public and private rights to the waterway.
In January 1996, the Lehigh Falls Fishing Club filed a
complaint with the Court of Common Pleas of Luzerne
County. As plaintiff it sought "a declaratory judgment that
a portion of the Lehigh River, which traverses certain lands
leased by it, is non-navigable, and that the public therefore
has no right to fish in that portion of the river." The defendant, John Andrejewski, filed his answer with the lower
court, "alleging that the section of the Lehigh River which
traverses Plaintiff's leasehold interest is a navigable waterway, therefore open to members of the public, including the
Defendant; and that Plaintiff therefore had no right to bar
his access to that portion of the river bed "
In March 1996, the club petitioned the trial court for a
preliminary injunction, and hearings were held in April. On
April 26, Judge Ann H. Lokuta granted the preliminary injunction. The injunction ordered the defendant to stop
entering and fishing the Lehigh on the club's property. It
was evidently issued to prevent further on-site altercation
between the parties.

The controversy over whether or not the public has a right to use the
Lehigh River, in all its parts, has been closely watched by the angling
and boating public, as well as private property owners.
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Lehigh River below White Haven

The accepted test of navigability
by the Courts of Pennsylvania is
navigability, in fact, "when they
[waterways] are used, or are
susceptible to being used,
in their ordinary condition, as
highways for commerce."

The Superior Court of Pennsylvania reversed that injunction in October, saying that the club's right to exclude the
fisherman from the leasehold area depended on whether the
Lehigh River was navigable there. The court put the burden
on the club of establishing the non-navigability of the river
section it leased. A major court case was in the works.
Almost two years later, in February 1998, what court papers call "extensive testimony and voluminous exhibits"
were presented to the Common Pleas Court of Luzerne
County. The proceedings even included a visit to the disputed area with the counsels for the parties involved.
In summarizing the findings of fact in the case, Judge
Lokuta noted that "historically, the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania has treated the Lehigh River as a navigable water and as a great river of the Commonwealth for its length.
This use of rivers for transportation was natural in the early
days of the Commonwealth, as overland transportation was
expensive, difficult and only used for low bulk, high value
items. Large bulk, low value goods moved by water."
About the Lehigh River itself and its history as a public
waterway, the findings of fact in the case included that the
development of the coal industry in the Lehigh Valley
spurred efforts to improve the river "for commercial navigation for its length, from its mouth to the Great Falls at
Stoddardsville." The river was the subject of "consistent and
repetitive passage of legislation by the Pennsylvania General
Assembly," before and after 1776, regarding improving it
and other rivers of the state for navigation, because they
were so important to trade and commerce. The area near
Stoddartsville was the scene of massive timbering operations
in the mid-1800s, and the river provided access.
A federal dam on the Lehigh, Francis E. Walter Dam,
near White Haven, was authorized in the late 1940s and
subsequently built by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. It
blocked in modern times the ability to boat (or navigate)
the waterway continuously, without at least portaging
around the dam. That structure became part of the
plaintiff's contention that the river was not navigable upstream of the dam.
Judge Lokuta wrote that "the question as to whether the
Lehigh River [or any other water of the Commonwealth] may
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be considered to be navigable cannot, in the Court's opinion, be resolved by merely observing the river in its present
state of being." At issue was whether, when the United
States declared independence on July 4, 1776, the Lehigh
was considered a navigable waterway, and capable of use by
the public for transportation and commerce. Uses accepted
in the doctrine of navigability include fishing and boating.
The accepted test of navigability by the Courts of Pennsylvania is navigability, in fact, "when they are used, or are
susceptible to being used, in their ordinary condition, as
highways for commerce." Judge Lokuta wrote that "if the
Lehigh River met the navigability test at any point in its his-
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tory, it remains a legally navigable waterway subject to the
Public Trust Doctrine." The judge cited several court cases
that reinforced that "a body of water once found to be navigable in its natural state is presumed to be navigable and
forever free.'"
As for a dam having been built, a U.S. Supreme Court
case had already decided that "the fact, however, that artificial obstructions exist, capable of being abated by due
exercise of public authority, does not prevent the stream
from being regarded as navigable in law." Judge Lukota said
that "applying this standard to the present case, the
[Lehigh] river must be viewed as it existed prior to the con-
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struction of Francis Walter Dam, i.e., in its natural state."
As to whether the Lehigh itself was ever pronounced a
navigable river, Judge Lokuta's statement talked about a
number of prior Pennsylvania Court cases, some dating to
the early 1800s. One case, Shrunk v. Schuylkill Navigation Co.
(1826) specifically says that "owners of land on the banks of
the Susquehanna and other principal rivers, have not an
exclusive right to fish in the river immediately in front of
their lands, but that the right to fisheries in these rivers, is
vested in the state, and open to all. It is unnecessary to enumerate at this time the rivers which may be called principal,
but that name may safety be given to the Ohio,
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"The rights of the Plaintiff [the fishing club] to the bed of the river are
not clear and free from doubt... The defendant has the right to fish from
the bed of the Lehigh River for its length," ordered the judge.

Monongahela, Youhiogeny (sic), Alleghany (sic), Susquehanna, and its north and east branches, Juniata, Schuylkill,
Lehigh, and Delaware."
"In the view of the Pennsylvania Appellate Courts, therefore, the Lehigh River has been a navigable river and
therefore open to the public for over two hundred twentyfive years," wrote Judge Lokuta. "Public rights in the
navigable waters of Pennsylvania have been jealously protected by the courts," she added. Past court cases also
confirmed that "between the ordinary high and low water
marks the public retains a servitude or easement, to use the
waters of Pennsylvania's navigable streams." Ownership by
the Commonwealth included the submerged lands, in other
words the underwater bed, of navigable rivers, according to
past court decisions.
The plaintiff's contention to the court was that the construction of Francis E. Walter Dam rendered the river's
upstream section, including the club's leaseholding, nonnavigable, while only the section below the dam remained
navigable. Judge Lokuta decided that "both sections can or
could be traversed to the area of the Dam both downstream
and upstream." In other words, both were navigable.
In its decision, the Court of Common Pleas recognized
that the disputed area isn't currently used as "a broad highroad of commerce," but was "satisfied that the subject area
of the Lehigh River is usable or can be made usable in such
regard, and in any event, the bed thereof is Commonwealth
property held in trust for the public."
Judge Lokuta concluded in her decision that the Lehigh
was navigable, that natural obstructions that interrupt it
(like the Great Falls) didn't destroy its navigability under the
law, and that "the character of the navigable water is not
changed by any subsequent economic or geographic developments." She specifically cited the Francis E. Walter Dam
as not affecting the navigable status on either side of the
dam. "The rights of the Plaintiff [the fishing club] to the
bed of the river are not clear and free from doubt..The defendant has the right to fish from the bed of the Lehigh
River for its length," ordered the judge.

Appeal
The Lehigh River's day in court was not over, though.
Judge Lukota's decision was appealed by the Lehigh Falls
Fishing Club to the Superior Court of Pennsylvania, in July
1998. Almost exactly one year later, on July 26, 1999, the Superior Court affirmed the lower court's ruling. The judges
who decided were James R. Cavanaugh, Joseph A. Hudock
and John P. Hester.
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In the original court case, neither side sought to join the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania "as an indispensable party
in interest," as Judge Lukota described it. She especially
mentioned the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Protection, which "the Court believes has standing, jurisdiction and interest in matters relating to the issues of
navigation and navigability." The judge noted that the
Court would have had the "benefit and guidance of the
Commonwealth," if the Department of Environmental Protection had been asked to be a party, but she still believed
the determination of navigability to be correct.
In his opinion for the Superior Court, Senior Judge
Hester noted the Commonwealth's absence in the lower
court. But when the case came before the higher court, several entities became involved as amicus curiae, or "friends of
the court." In the appeal, the Department of Conservation
and Natural Resources, the Department of Environmental
Protection, the Fish & Boat Commission and the Pennsylvania Federation of Sportsmen's Clubs all filed amicus curiae
briefs. Judge Hester said that "all four amid curiae support
the trial court's conclusion that the Lehigh River is a navigable waterway."
Again at the Superior Court, the opposing parties agreed
that navigable waterways are owned by the Commonwealth
and held in trust for public use, while beds of non-navigable
waterways are owned by the property owners of the land
along the waterways. The central issue was whether the
Lehigh River, including the contested section, is a navigable
waterway.

Public river
The early court cases counting the Lehigh River as one of
the state's public rivers were reconsidered by judges
Cavanaugh, Hudock and Hester, including some discrepancies in wording between published versions of the court
decisions. One of the arguments was that these cases looked
at different sections of the Lehigh River than the one currently in question.
"We find this fact to be irrelevant," said Judge Hester.
"Rivers are not determined to be navigable on a piecemeal
basis. It is clear that once a river is held to be navigable, its
entire length is encompassed."
"Since the Appellant's land is on the Lehigh River," wrote
Judge Hester, "the public has the right to fish on the portion
of the river located through its land...Order affirmed."
In closing, Judge Hester commented that "the relevant
case law necessarily is old since the issue of what rivers are
public rivers became important early in the history of our
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Commonwealth." With
the recent decision, future
courts will have one more
definition of what navigability means, and the
public's rights to navigable waters.

PA Supreme Court
The plaintiff has one
more level of Pennsylvania
court that can be appealed
to, the Supreme Court.
The Supreme Court is
Pennsylvania's "court of
last resort," in matters of
law. Like the U.S. Supreme Court, the
Pennsylvania Supreme
Tsgffygggss
Court can exercise discretion in accepting or
rejecting most appeals,
which allows it to devote
greater attention to cases
of far-reaching effect. The
Lehigh Falls Fly Fishing
•
Club has asked the Pennsylvania Supreme Court to
review this case. A decision on whether this case
will be subject to further
review is pending.
Joseph Neville, former
Executive Director of the
Pennsylvania Federation
of Sportsmen's Clubs, observed that the final
conclusion may not be reached for a year or more. "We're
hoping the Supreme Court will look at the decision and say
it's correct," said Neville.
What ramifications will the Lehigh River navigability
court case have? It's unclear what, if any, effect the decision
will have on determining the navigable status of other waters, because the decision is specific to the facts about the
Lehigh River. That case involved some unusual features,

including a dam and a
waterfall that "divided"
the stream. The Fish &
Boat Commission web site
(www.fish.state.pa.us) has
the full text of the case,
and it is also available in
.pdf format from the
Pennsylvania Courts
(www.aopc.org).
Although the public has
the right to fish, boat,
wade and otherwise use
state navigable rivers, no
one has the right to trespass across property to
access that river. Private
' " n e * * * ; landowners' ground adjacent to navigable rivers
should always be respected, and private
property owners should
'*>*>$?«**
respect the public's right
to be in or on the navigable river that flows by
their land.
The Commonwealth
has no comprehensive list
of its navigable waters,
according to Dennis
Guise, Esq., Fish & Boat
Commission Chief Counsel, and the determination
of whether a stream qualifies as navigable waters
often is difficult. Historical evidence, legislative
enactments from early days of the state and scientific information can be useful in making the determination. "Neither
the Fish & Boat Commission or the Department of Environmental Protection is authorized to make navigability
determinations," said Guise. "As a result, parties disputing
the navigability of a particular stream or river may have to
go to court, which can be an expensive and time-consuming
process."O

Wildlands Conservancy Buys Disputed Tract
Ironically, while the court case regarding the Lehigh River's navigability was dragging on, the land in question, called
the Creveling Tract, was sold to the Wildlands Conservancy. The conservancy obtained about 660 acres in Bucks
Township, Luzerne County, abutting the Great Falls o f the Lehigh. The property itself is mainly dry upland woodlands.
A small portion o f the land will be sold, subject to a conservation easement, with the remainder transferred to the
Pennsylvania Game Commission. The purchase was made with what the conservancy calls the "kind generosity" o f Mr.
and Mrs. John Butler, o f Blakeslee. Butler is a descent o f the Stoddart family, which originally settled the area.
The Wildlands Conservancy can be reached at 3701 Orchid Place, Emmaus, PA 18049-1637; (610) 965-4397.-LS.
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by Carl Richardson

Keep Those Hooks Sharp!
Is it sharp?

Get the point?
Your first "point" of contact with fish is the point of the
hook. If the hook is sharp, you increase the chances of a good
hookset. Solid and deep hooksets are critical to hooking and
landing fish. Dull hooks take more effort to hit home. Why
spend hundreds (or thousands, if you own a boat) of dollars to
catch fish, and not do so just because of a dull hook?

There is an easy way to determine
if a hook is sharp. Gently draw the
point of the hook across a fingernail. If the point digs in and leaves
a mark, it's sharp. If the hook
doesn't leave a mark or won't dig in,
it needs to be sharpened.

shank

gape

bend

eye

Hook-sharpening tips:
How to sharpen

1. Don't file too much or

There are likely as many gadgets and techniques for sharpening hooks as
there are anglers. A small metal finishing file will do fine. In this method,
you are filing three surfaces of the hook point.

you will weaken the point.

• 1.
• 2-

Firmly hold the hook.

sure to let them air dry.

Draw the file across the

Don't store damp lures or

barb toward the point.

hooks in tackle boxes.

Repeat this stroke several times.

3. Buy the best-quality
hook you can afford. It
will be money well-spent.

Be sure to hold the file at
the same angle each time.
Repeat these strokes on the other

direction

side of the point.

• 4. Make final stokes on the
bottom of the point,
forming a triangle-shaped point.

•

5. Test the hook for sharpness.

photo-Art Michaels; illustntti
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2. Hooks will rust, so be

4. Rusted treble hooks
should be replaced.

hook
point
cross-section
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Have you fished at night during
the summer? Lakes and ponds
seem to come to life after dark.
Critters that you didn't see or hear
during the day are out and about.
If you stay out along the water
after dark, you will be amazed at
the sounds and, sometimes, smells!
Why does this happen?
Some animals are nocturnal. Nocturnal animals are active at night. Animals like deer mice are active at
night. They scurry around fields and grasslands. You might hear one in the grass around the pond. If it were
out during the day, it would be visible to predators. But there are predators that are active at night, too. Owls
are nocturnal. They have eyesight and hearing that are adapted for hunting at night.
Insects are also active at night. Mosquitoes, flies, crickets and katydids make their presence known on
summer nights. These insects also avoid predators by being active at night. But nighttime insects are hunted by
some nighttime predators-bats. Bats have a neat nighttime adaptation-echolocation. Bats send out a sound
that bounces off objects and comes back. Combined with their excellent sense of smell, this makes them good
nighttime predators.
Bullfrogs are active and call at night. The cooler nighttime air won't dry their skin. Like all nighttime animals,
though, they have a predator. Largemouth bass can't resist frogs. If you doubt this, fish a plug that resembles
a frog after dark on a summer night. Let the lure sit in the water and then slowly and gently retrieve it. Wham!
The lure will get inhaled by a cruising bass.
Stay out after dark this summer. You might be surprised by what you see, hear or smell.
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Fish Prints
Fish printing dates back to Japan over 100 PREPARING THE FISH FOR PRINTING
years ago. Anglers made fish prints to record
1. Wash the fish in water to remove
their catches and to save information on fish
slime and dirt.
biology. The Japanese term for fish printing is
2. Wipe the skin dry with paper towels.
"gyotaku" (pronounced ghio-ta-koo), and it is
an art form that can be useful in other ways as PAINTING THE FISH
well. Although this method of printing does not
1. Place the fish on newspaper.
provide the best avenue for fish identification,
2. Paint the fish's body, working from
it can be useful for learning external anatomy
head to tail.
as well as recording a catch. The print can be
3. Paint fins and tail last.
made on a shirt, and you can wear your catch
Remember-a little bit of paint is
proudly!
better than a lot.
MATERIALS

dead fish—bluegills work best
lots of paper towels
newspaper
paint—for paper
fabric paint—for t-shirts
brushes
paper-newsprint, rice paper or
construction paper
Note: If using fabric paint,
carefully follow the directions.
Washing the shirt before
the paint is "fixed"
to the shirt causes
the paint to wash out.

PRINTING THE FISH

1. Lift the fish and place a clean sheet of
newspaper under the painted fish.
2. Gently place the paper or shirt right on
top of the painted fish. If using a t-shirt, place
a section of folded newspaper inside the shirt,
between the front and back.
3. Press printing material firmly against
the fish. Be careful not to move the paper or
shirt because the paint will smear. Also, make
contact with all of the fish.
4. Gently peel printing
material away from fish with
a smooth motion.

ACTUAL FISH PRINT
BY KELSY RICHARDSON, AGE 9
Adapted from 4-H National Sportfishing Program, Aquatic Ecology Curriculum, prepared by Mary Riley, Michigan State University, 1998.
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Fly tuning, Without a Fly Rod
It's fun to catch fish on flies,
especially a fly you tied. But
maybe you aren't a good fly caster
yet. Maybe you don't own a fly
rod. Don't let that stop you! You
can fish flies using your spinning
or spincasting rod. You need only
a casting bubble or a small bobber
and a couple of flies.

HERE IS HOW YOU RIG
A CASTING BUBBLE:

\

7T

TIPS:

Poppers tool
Bobbers also work.
Here is how to
rig a bobber.
Put the line in
both ends of
the bobber's
spring hooks.

• Cast just beyond where fish
are rising or swimming. Then
reel slowly until the fly is just
above the fish.
• Let the fly sit until the rings
from the bubble have disappeared.
Then begin your retrieve.
• Dry or wet flies can be fished
with bubbles or bobbers.
• The distance between the
bubble and the fly can be
adjusted. For dry flies, keep at
least 24 inches of line between
the bubble and the fly. For wet
flies, adjust the distance to match
the depth of the fish.
• This technique can be used
on streams and rivers, too.

Two- to
four-poundtest line, two to
four feet
in front

offfy

illustration and graphics-Ted Waike
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Bad-Weather Boating
Great weather can make a good day
on the water even better. Bad weather
can make a good day a disaster. Boaters
must keep an eye to the sky, as well
as on the water. Knowledgeable boaters
know how bad weather can cause
unsafe conditions.
Weather affects the condition of open water.
Weather can change suddenly. Smart boaters
check the local forecast the night before going
boating and again in the morning.
Be alert to weather you can see. Signs that
the weather may worsen include:
• Clouds gathering, darkening
and increasing in size.
• Sudden temperature drop.
• Rapid wind shift or change in speed.
• Static on the AM radio, which
might indicate an
approaching thunderstorm.
*/ Drop in the barometric pressure
(check a barometer).

IF A STORM IS NEAR

In a small boat, everyone not already doing
so should put on a life jacket. The operator
should head for the nearest shore and beach
the boat, if necessary. It is best to find a shore
on the downwind (leeward) side of the land.
Getting caught in the rain can make a boater
miserable. There is nothing worse than being
wet, especially if it's windy or cold. Cold, wet
clothes can cause hypothermia. Lightning is
probably the most dangerous part of a rainstorm.
At the first rumble of thunder, or sign of hghtning,
drop your fishing rod and head for shore.

^IpS

<sk

STAY SAFE, NO MATTER WHAT
THE WEATHER BRINGS

•
•
•

To be prepared for bad weather, smart boaters:
Always wear their life jackets.
Dress properly and carry or wear
rain gear.
Check the weather forecast before they
go on the water. Smart boaters don't
boat if the weather forecast is bad.
Never boat alone.
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FROM ABOVE

"Til

Night Lights
Boats operating at night, or when
visibility is bad, must show running lights.
These lights show other boats what kind
of boat it is, and the direction in which
it is traveling. They are also called
navigation lights. Navigation lights are
green, red and white.
The red and green lights are on the
front, or bow, of the boat. The red light
is on the port side. This is the left side

PORT

f BOW

Hi •uniHHP
STARBOARD

FROM SIDE

!^spr BOW
STERN

1

STARBOARD

ofthe boat when facing forward. The green
light is on the starboard side. Starboard
is the right side when facing forward. The
white light is usually on the stern, or the
back end, of the boat. It is called an allaround light.

Look at the lights below. Which direction are these boats going]

What do you think would happen if boats didn't have navigation lights}
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Prepare to be BOARDED!
Waterways Conservation Officers (WCOs) "board"
boats. This means that they stop boaters on the water. Then they make
sure that boats carry required safety equipment. They also make sure that
boaters are obeying boating laws. They see if the correct number of life
jackets is on board. They look for the boat's capacity plate, and confirm
that the boat isn't carrying too many
people or
too much
gear. In
some cases,
they ask to
see the boat
operator's
Boating
Safety
Education
Certificate.

f

tfm
$
71

pfcow-AnMi**

WCOs check
everything this way to ensure
everyone's safety on the water.
Would you like to see if your boat
complies with all the legal
requirements? You can check the
legal requirements in the
Pennsylvania Boating Handbook.
This 46-page book includes a
summary of state and federal legal
requirements in chapter 2.
If you would like a copy of this free
book, make a written request to:
Bureau of Boating & Education
PA Fish & Boat Commission
P.O. Box 67000
Harrisburg, PA 17106.
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by Thomas M. Kane

lore and more, the VHF radio is fast becoming standard
equipment on all boats. Still not required by law for boats under
65 feet, the VHF (very high frequency) radio can be invaluable in
an emergency. For hand-held as well as fixed-mount radios, the
costs range from under $100 to just over $300.
In February 1996, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) made it easier to own a VHF radio by not
requiring an operator to have a license. Boaters who violate
the FCC Communications Act, however, could be subject to
having their radio privileges revoked. If repeated violations
occur, the punishment may include fines or imprisonment.
False distress or emergency messages, as well as obscene,
indecent or profane language, are strictly prohibited.
Waterways Conservation Officer Martha Mackey said,
"Not only does the Commission recommend having a VHF
radio, we also instruct boaters on the proper use of the radio during our safe boating courses." Boaters talking with
other boaters, hailing lock tenders, speaking with commercial vessels, and monitoring the marine weather station are
all valid reasons to have a VHF on board. However, knowing the proper techniques to use a VHF, and properly
summoning the Coast Guard for help, may just save your
life someday.
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To use a VHF radio properly, first turn your radio on and
slowly adjust the squelch until the static stops. Make sure
the volume is set at a comfortable level to hear messages
over any surrounding noise. Set the radio to the low power
setting (one watt), if that option is available. Place the microphone approximately one inch from your mouth. Press
the push-to-talk (PTT) button and begin your message. If
after broadcasting you get no response, try the high setting
(25 watts).
Depending on who you're calling or hailing, radio techniques and channels differ slightly. Speak very slowly and
clearly at all times. To assist with correct usage of the VHF,
consider three common communication scenarios: boat to
boat, boat to lock, and emergency calls.

Boat to boat
Channel 16 is the calling and distress frequency. With
microphone in hand, call the boat you are hailing three

www.fish.state.pa.us

times, and then identify your boat. Once the other boater
receives and acknowledges your call, instruct the operator to
switch to a working channel. Channel 68 or 69 is always a
good choice. When you are through talking on the working
channel, acknowledge the end of the conversation with your
boat's name and say "out." Get in the habit of returning to
channel 16 to monitor the frequency.

EXAMPLE
"Target One, Target One, Target One, this is the Lindsay
Ann, over."
"Lindsay Ann, you have Target One, over."
"Target One, switch to channel 68, over."
"10-4. Target One switching to channel 68."
End your conversation by saying your boat's name and
the word "out."

Boat to lock
Channel 13 is for commercial vessels and lock tenders.
It's important to note that your boat must be in position at
the "arrival point" of the lock before you call the lock tender
on your radio. If you are not at or near the arrival point of
the lock, the lock tender will not give you the estimated time
for locking through.
The lock tenders also find it helpful if you tell them what
type of boat you are in. Military boats, mail boats, commercial passenger boats and commercial tows or tugs all have
priority over pleasure boats.
Your VHF should be set on the low power setting. If you
have never been through a lock, or if you require assistance,
inform the lock tender when you call.

EXAMPLE
"Pleasure craft Lindsay Ann calling Allegheny Lock &
Dam #2, over."
"Go ahead pleasure craft Lindsay Ann, this is Lock &
Dam #2, over."
"This is the pleasure craft Lindsay Ann. I'm in position
north of the dam and I'm trying to get an ETA (estimated
time of arrival) for a southbound lockage, over."
"Lindsay Ann, it's going to be approximately 20 minutes
before we can get you in, over."
"10-4, Lindsay Ann out."
At this point, you'll need to wait until you receive the
appropriate signal to enter the lock.

Calling for help in an emergency
Use channel 16 when you need help. The Coast Guard
monitors this channel 24 hours a day. Reserve "mayday"
only if grave and imminent danger exists: Your boat is taking on water, there's a fire on board, a person is overboard,
there's been a collision, or someone on board has a serious
injury, for example.
"Mayday" is an international distress signal. It comes
from the French verb m'aidez, which means "help me."
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EXAMPLE
"Mayday, mayday, mayday, this is the vessel Lindsay Ann,
Lindsay Ann, Lindsay Ann, calling the Coast Guard, over!"
"This is the United States Coast Guard. The vessel calling the Coast Guard go ahead with your mayday, all other
vessels stand by, over."
"Coast Guard, this is the Lindsay Ann. Our location is
(state your exact location). Our mayday is
(explain the emergency), over".
"10-4 Lindsay Ann, we copy your mayday. What type of
vessel are you in?"
"Coast Guard our vessel is
over." (state
size, color, etc).
"10-4 Lindsay Ann, we copy your vessel. Be advised help
is on the way. All vessels in the vicinity of the Lindsay Ann
are asked to assist if possible. This is the United States
Coast Guard, out."
When you call for a mayday, not only will the Coast
Guard respond, but other boaters who are monitoring the
frequency may respond as well. Channel 16 was initially
designed only for emergency calls. Hailing another boater
on this channel is allowed, but you must switch to a working channel once the other boater is reached.
In the event that you are unable to make contact with another boater, or person you are hailing, wait at least two
minutes before trying to call again. Should you need to
make a radio check for a newly installed radio, it must be
done on any channel other than channel 16.
The advantage of having a VHF radio on board cannot be
overemphasized. No matter what size boat you're in, a VHF
radio should be on your safety checklistL/

VHF Radio or Cell Phone?
A cell phone lets you call other
boaters who have cell phones and
whose phone numbers you know.
You can also call home to have dinner
started, or call for help if there is a
problem on board.
With 911 emergency call centers
available in most cities, the cell phone
can be effective if someone on board
your boat becomes seriously ill or infhcto-nomaM.iunt
jured. You are now able to speak directly with a dispatcher and
have rescue personnel or an ambulance meet you at a specified
dock. However, on most waterways, you can reach the Coast Guard
faster with a VHF radio. Furthermore, the range o f a VHF radio
is 25 miles. Cell phone range may be limited in some areas.
Although a cell phone can be a great asset to have on board,
a slight advantage may still be with aVHFradio. I f f o r n o other
reason, when you call for help over a VHF radio, other boaters
who are monitoring channel 16 will hear the call for help, and
may be able to assist you sooner than those who you call with a
cell phone.
Even though arguments can be made for each form o f communication, the ideal situation is having a VHF radio and a cell
phone on board your boat.-TMK.
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by Cliff Jacobson

I here are dozens-maybe
hundreds-of wonderful
canoe routes within a few
hours (or minutes) drive
from your Pennsylvania
home. We're talking "smallstream work" here-shallow,
fast-flowing, meandering
streams and creeks where
only canoes can go. If
there's water enough to float
a toy sailboat, there's water
enough for your canoe.
People? Avoid the first few weeks of trout season and
you'll find far fewer people. Interesting rapids? Some trout
streams drop more than 10 feet per mile, which, by canoeing
standards, is really moving! If there's enough water-like
after ice-out or a major rain-these streams can be quite challenging-even dangerous. But water levels drop fast, and the
run is usually a piece of cake a week after a storm. Trout
streams hold enough water in deep pools so that they can
usually be run by competent paddlers throughout the summer. If solitude, quick current, great fishing and a scenic
ride are what you're after, you'll find it in abundance on
your hometown stream.
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Dangers
Small streams are not like the programmed canoe routes,
which are generally clear of downed trees and brush. Expect
to encounter sweepers (downed trees that block the river) on
the outside of major bends. These sweepers often run from
bank to bank, which means you'll have to portage. Be prepared for barbed-wire fences, mini-dams and places where,
well, the stream just stops flowing. Wading, dragging, lining and portaging are all part of the game, but it's an
adventurous game you'll relish if you are well-prepared.
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Battle plan
Where is the best place to begin and end the trip? We're
talking more than good canoeing here: You'll need a safe
place-access road, wide shoulder or private property-to
leave your car. Will midstream blockages stop you cold? If
so, how do you gracefully get around them? How many
miles a day can you make without turning the day into an
expedition?
If this were a programmed canoe route, a call to the Fish
& Boat Commission, a local canoe outfitter or canoe club

www.fish.state.pa.us

would provide knowledgeable answers. But you're on your
own when it comes to many small streams. You can ask
some anglers, of course, but it's doubtful you'll find one
who has fished the entire route. Anglers can provide some
useful clues when surveyed collectively.
Your best information is an accomplished canoeist who
has done the stream recently. If there's a canoe club in your
area, begin with that. Or seek advice from a local canoe/
kayak shop. If there is none nearby, try a high-end mountaineering, backpacking or bicycle store. You're almost
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certain to find a staff member who canoes, or who knows
someone who canoes. You'll hear back-probably within
the week.
Prepare yourself with appropriate maps. I carry a county
map and a topographic map. Given today's wonderful technology, I also bring a GPS, though it's not really necessary.
The topo tells me the location of rapids, falls and dams and
the hills I have to climb. The county map shows man-made
features-places I can drive to and park my car. My GPS indicates my precise position on the stream, a nice thing to
know if the route deteriorates and I have to walk out.
Ultimately, you'll discover that no matter how much information you have about your stream, you can never have
enough. That's because the stream bed changes with every
passing rain-and significantly, each season. Don't be surprised if you discover that what was an easy float last year is
a long drag or portage this year, or vice-versa. The bottom
line is that small-stream work is an adventure.
Timing: About 15 or 20 miles a day is reasonable on a
programmed canoe route where obstacles are limited to
known rapids and groomed portages. But half that distance
is a better plan on an intimate stream where you don't know
what's around the bend.
It follows that your float plan should provide for some
optional take-out points in the event that downed trees and
debris prevent your finishing the proposed route. It's usually easy to get someone to shuttle you to your car if you
have a smile and a ten-dollar bill.

If you have to hike out
There have been a few occasions where my friends and I
have had to leave our canoes along the river and hike out.
Usually, one person stays with the boats while another
seeks help. I've found that this procedure produces the
best results:
• If you have to seek a ride, wear your life jacket and carry
a paddle. This way, you look like a canoeist instead of a
bum. You are more apt to get a ride if you are alone than
with a friend.
• If you have to leave your canoe in the bush, attach a note
to it saying where you're going and when you'll return. Include a phone number where you can be reached.
• Don't leave pack sacks, paddles, cameras or other pricey
gear in the canoe. These items are much more likely to be
stolen than the canoe. If you must, you can usually hide
gear in the woods nearby.
• Carry a plastic-coated bicycle cable and lock. Run the
cable around the seat and lock the canoe to a nearby tree.
It's not hard to unbolt the seat and steal the canoe-but you
need a wrench and time. I've never had a problem.
Cliffjocobion

Small streams are not like the programmed canoe
routes, which are generally clear of downed trees
and brush. Expect to encounter sweepers (downed
trees that block the river) and other obstructions.
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Canoes
Kevlar canoes take a beating on small streams, so leave
your pricey cruiser at home. Solo canoes, which pivot on a
penny, are the exception. Still, you will get deep scratches.
For most people, a Royalex or polyethylene boat is a better
way to go. Aluminum canoes won't hang up on rocks if you

www.fish.state.pa.us

apply a thick coat of paste wax to the bottom-an old trick
used by vvhitewater daredevils in the days when everyone
paddled metal canoes. For twisty stream work, a highriding 15- or 16-foot tandem canoe is best. Of course, any
canoe will do if you paddle it well.
The canoe should be outfitted with a comfortable carrying yoke (you may have to portage!) and 15-foot lines at
each end. Ropes should be coiled and secured under a loop
of shock cord on deck. Lines are essential if you have to
wade and drag your canoe.

You can bring your pricey bent-shaft paddle if you like, but
a straight-shaft paddle is handier for tight maneuvers. A durable tip (for pushing off rocks) is essential. Long paddles are
out of place in shallow water where you'll be lucky to submerge the blade. Choose a wide (8 to 8 '/> inches),
short-bladed paddle for shallow water; long, narrow blades are
best for lakes. A paddle of 54 to 56 inches is a good length for
a twisty river paddle. If in doubt, err on the short side.
I might add that you should never use the grip of your
paddle to push off rocks. A dented or slivered grip produces
blisters. Use the blade if you must push off with your paddle.

v Important gear
Don't be lulled into believing that the morning conditions represent the entire day's weather.
Here's what I carry on my exploratory floats:
Q Two paddles per person-one lightweight bent-shaft, one durable straight-shaft.
-J Two-piece rain suit and waterproof hats.
:
J Wide-brimmed canvas hat for sun and a lightweight wool or acrylic stocking cap.
LJ Footgear: Most summer paddlers wear running shoes and wool socks. Wading in bitterly
cold water requires a switch to neoprene
wetsuit socks or calf-high Gore-tex® socks.
Some swear by sandals, but I swear at them:
My toes get stone-bruised and bug-bitten.
Nylon "reef-runners" are another cool summer

option, but they don't offer enough support
for portaging.
LJ Lightweight gloves-l bring acrylic with
"a rubber dot."
J Light fleece or wool sweater and porous
nylon windbreaker with a hood.
I—) Small first-aid kit in a waterproof bag.
—I Swiss army knife or multitool.
J Matches and butane lighter.
Q Sun screen and insect repellent. Black flies are not discouraged by low strength
repellents that work well for mosquitoes. You need real power-a repellent that has at least
25 percent DEET (diethylmetatoluamide) to bring them down. In early spring, when the
flies are hatching, you may also want to bring a head net.
Q One brightly colored 20-foot-long, 3 /8-inch-diameter polypropylene (it floats) rope
for each end of your canoe. Coil the ropes and store them under a band of shock cord
on deck so they'll be handy when you have to wade and line your canoe. Polyethylene takes
a permanent set, so don't use it to tie your canoe on the car.
J Large, absorbent sponge for bailing. A plastic bailer is handy if there are long
rains or large rapids (cut off the bottom of a half-gallon plastic jug).
J Water bottles, soft drinks and snacks.
—1 County road maps, topographic maps, compass.
Q Flashlight: It's amazing how many trips begin in daylight and end in darkness.
J Polarized sun glasses.
Q Eight-by-ten-foot (or larger) ultralight nylon rain tarp with aluminum stakes and
100 feet of parachute cord for rigging. If it's raining bloody murder when you stop for
lunch, you'll be glad you brought a tarp.
Q Cell phone: Carry it in a padded waterproof plastic box built especially for cell phones
and GPS units.
Frankly, you can get by with much less gear than I've suggested. Indeed, some of my most
memorable trips have been spur-of-the-moment excursions. However, an attitude like this can
get you into real trouble if the stream dead-ends or the day deteriorates to persistent heavy thunderstorms or icy rain.O
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There's a
dear-flowing
stream
nearby.
Grab your
getaway
pack and go.
You're set
for high
adventure
on a nearby
stream.
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Dave Wolf
Tale of Two Waters
The stream thermometer read 80 degrees. I had come in hopes of catching
terrestrial-sipping trout-obviously that
was not going to happen-not here, where
only a month ago trout crowded the long
glide of silk-threaded water.
A high afternoon sun and water temperatures that had risen above the trout's
tolerance level were not good signs. I was
at first disheartened; lately, my time spent
on the water had been severely limited.
Considering moving upstream, I clamored up the steep e m b a n k m e n t that
guarded the water-the embankment kept
cattle from roaming near the stream.
The steep climb brought perspiration
to my brow, and my right calf cramped.
I became a little disgruntled and said
aloud, "Well, this might be the only thing
you catch today."
I sat on the eroding bank-a grassy spot
that changed from green to brown clay,
and I tried to straighten my leg to release
the cramp.
While completing the release, I gazed
somewhat painfully into the long glide
of slow water below me. The polarized
sunglasses let me see the dark forms, and
then the outlines. Bass . . . smallmouth
bass! As if they were renting an apartment, they moved in as soon as the trout
moved out. What had been less than a
comfortable home for trout was now
downright pleasing to the bass.
Armed with what one would call a
skimpy light-line outfit for trout, and
without any bass flies, I found a hopper
pattern in my box. I cut back the tippet
and slid back down the embankment.
The hopper splattered on the surface.
It drew a dark form and then less than
a sipping rise. Bass are more akin to bar
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room brawlers than the more gentlemanly
and ladylike populace of the trout world.
And like greedy children who have yet to
say, much less u n d e r s t a n d the word,
"sharing," bass seem to want to b e . . . no,
insist on being, first at the dinner table.
The bass was a heavy fish, and with the
light fly hooked to the edge of his mouth,
it was able to put on an acrobatic performance that would put any Olympic team
to shame. If beauty is in the eye of the
beholder, then I had an eyeful of beauty
in my hands. The bronzeback looked like
a tarnished copper penny but with beauty
in the dark lines that caressed its back.
I slipped the hook loose with the forceps.
Standing on the lower reaches of a
world-renowned trout stream, with shadowed bass moving before me, and with
a smile on my face, it would seem I should
be frowning because of the presence of
bass in the wondrous world of the trout.
These bass were fish that, to some, destroy the neighborhood and devalue the
worth of the water. I know of many who
would deny that they even exist here,
because it is an indication that the water is n o t t h o r o u g h l y cold and t h u s
"pure." Bass are, to some, like those intent on destroying another's reputation.
"Good trout water does not contain bass,"
is a long-held belief that does not describe
many good Pennsylvania trout streams.
I think differently. A stream or river
of significant length will hold bass, unless it's polluted. It's amazing. Consider
the long list of "hallowed" trout waters:
Penns Creek, Yellow Breeches Creek, Little
Juniata River, Kettle Creek, The First Fork,
Oil Creek, Valley Creek, to name only a
few. In fact, very few streams extending
over 16 miles long do not hold bass.
What this means is that we more than
likely have as much bass water as we have
trout water.
Most of our streams widen and become
shallow as they flow. This means warming water, so on many streams we have
the best of both worlds. Trout water in
the upper reaches and tributary streams,
and bass in the lower reaches.
Anglers view some streams, Penns
Creek, for example, as excellent bass water,
and to others, they're premier trout water. Both views are right. The point is
that many anglers miss some excellent
fishing for smallmouth bass. We have
a mindset, at least I had, that bass belong

over here and trout belong over there.
Nature has proven that it really doesn't
matter what we think.
Far too many medium-stream to smallstream anglers give up on fishing when
summer arrives. They either quit fishing entirely or find a large river to prowl
for bass. Perhaps that is why I find the
downstream portions of streams so full
of bass and void of anglers.
I don't complain about the latter, for
as I cast again, yet another shadow rose
from the depths, a long shadow of deep
girth. The fish leaped onto the hopper
pattern and turned tail to the flow. The
fish jumped once, twice, three times
before entering the weak riffle that led
him around the bend. My reel, which I
had forgotten to lubricate, screeched
instead of sang. Line slipped through my
fingers, and I was well aware that the bass
was going to win this one.
In an attempt to follow, I stumbled
along the streamside boulders, so inconveniently placed, and then fell. I recovered
by bowing the rod to the fish as he leaped
one last time.
I stood and looked toward the weak set
of riffles, foaming white, bubbling and
dancing. Within them, a bass turned to
face upstream, perhaps resting behind one
of many sheltering boulders. It was a good
bass, even for a large river bass, and I
thought of his fate in the smaller stream.
He may not have felt the sting of a hook
before, or he may never have had to leap
high above those waffling riffles.
The single action reel coaxed in line
with each revolution, and I was in no
hurry. For on this stream, I stood alone.
I was content to catch the shadows of the
long glide, knowing that I was the only
one casting here today.
Trout anglers were busy upstream and
bass anglers were exploring the larger
rivers. And like the smallmouths of the
stream, I was filling a void somewhere
between here and there . . . a task that I
relished.
The line back on the reel, the hopper in hand, I found myself to be in a
stream with two personalities-one
warm, one cold. What a benefit! Drying the hopper, I cast back to the
shadows beneath the flow of this
stream with a split personality: One of
trout and another of bass.O
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Guide to Public Fishing Waters and Boating Access

96.
pages!

This 96-page book, 5 l/i x 8 x/i, lists by county the locations of
Pennsylvania's public accesses with information on each access's services. Also listed are brief driving directions to each access. The book
also lists Pennsylvania public fishing waters by county, including miles
for flowing waters and acreage for impoundments and lakes, species
available and nearest towns.

Pennsylvania Amphibians & Reptiles
161,
pages!

This 161-page, 5 '/i x 8 '/i, full-color book lists Pennsylvania's salamanders, frogs, toads, turtles, lizards and snakes. Each animal's
account includes details on general characteristics, identification,
range, habitat, reproduction and food. Range maps and full-color
llustrations and photographs help anyone identify each species.

Endangered and Threatened Species of Pennsylvania
This book is 80 full-color pages and measures 8 '/i x 11. The book includes details on Pennsylvania's endangered and threatened invertebrates,
birds and mammals, fish, reptiles, amphibians and plants. The book was
produced as a cooperative effort among the Fish & Boat Commission,
Game Commission, DCNR Bureau of Forestry,
67+ , and the Wild Resource Conservation Fund.

species!

Fishing and
Boating Map

PFBC Fishing & Boating Map
i

The full-color folded map measures 37 inches x 22 ji inches flat.
With the official Transportation Map, the map marks the locations of more
than 900 fishing and boating accesses, lake and impoundment special-regulation areas, flowing water special-regulation areas, fish culture stations,
universally accessible areas, Commission offices and pumpout stations.

, 9°P+ I
locations!

Limited
Editions!

Wall Charts
Each of the Commission's
suite of 10 wall charts is printed
in full color and measures 17 inches
by 22 inches. Wall charts are printed
on quality paper and are suitable for
framing. Shipped rolled in tubes, not folded
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Commemorative Patches
Commission commemorative
patches are limited-edition items.
Nongame species patches help
raise awareness of Pennsylvania's
nongame and endangered fish,
reptiles and amphibians. With
PLAY patches, supplies are limited, and they are offered only
while supplies last.

(BtaJKembef!

SubMvibt (Joday!

Pennsylvania • League • of • Angling • Youth

The Keystone State's Official Fishing and Boating Magazine

Bampftaafa
Each issue of PA&B is
a big 64 pages. Inside
you'll find important,
firsthand conservation
information. Look for
special items like the
annual Inseason Trout
Stocking Schedule and
the seasons, sizes and
creel limits poster. You'll also get detailed fishing
and boating articles, and news and stories on every

Hey Kids! Join NOW!
PLAY is an educational program to help you
learn about fish, fishing, conservation, safety, and
the waters of Pennsylvania.
You'll receive a jacket patch, I

aspect of the Commission.

Subscribe for 3 years
Qet this FREE PATCH!
Subscribe, renew or extend your Pennsylvania

quarterly newsletter,

Angler & Boater subscription for 3 years, and we'll

"whistle for safety," special

send you this

publications and other

"CONSERVE 2000"

items to help you be a

patch for FREE

better angler.

(a $5 value). Patch

A one-year PLAY membership is $3.00.

is available only with

Checks or money orders only please, made out to:

3-year subscription. Offer subject to expire

Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission.

without notice or when patch supply is depleted.

PFBC Ball Cap
A Commission ball cap is available in
tan and blue. The pattern stands out with
the Commission "keystone" logo. The cap
is one-size-fits-all, and is made in U.S.A.

II

', with soy-based inks

tan and blue.
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Wall Charts
code#

(twuMe, shipped in mailing tube, shipping and handling additional)!
product

quantity

price

total

Coldwater Fishes of Pennsylvania

$.94

103AMPR

PA Amphibians & Reptiles

103WMWF

Warmwater Fishes of Pennsylvania $.94

103PUBF

Guide t o Public Fishing

103MIGF

Migratory Fishes of Pennsylvania

S.94

103MISG

Misc. Game Fishes of Pennsylvania

$.94

103FISH

Pennsylvania Fishes

103PANF

Panfishes of Pennsylvania

$.94

103ENDS

Endangered & Threatened

103FORF

Forage Fishes of Pennsylvania

$.94

103FROG

Frogs of Pennsylvania

$.94

103SALA

Salamanders of Pennsylvania

$.94

103SNAK

Snakes of Pennsylvania

$.94

103TURT

Turtles of Pennsylvania

$.94

Waters a n d Boating Access

i quantity i
|

Patches
code#

product

PFBC tan and blue

price

total

S10.00:

(taxable, limited quantities available, shipping and handling additional) 1

quantity

product

price

; $2.83

NEW!

total

PX.A.Y. Memberships

$5.66

• YES! Enter my subscription for ONE YEAR at $3
LJ New membership LJ Renewal or extending Age:

(single copies are free, shipping and handling additional)

LJ Bog Turtles

109BOGT

LJ Coolwater/Warmwater Fishing in Pennsylvania

109COOL

FOR FREE PAMPHLETS-ADD $1.00

LJ Darters of Pennsylvania

109DART

FOR ORDERS UNDER $10.00-ADD $2.00

LJ Delaware River in Pennsylvania

109DELR
109DRNK

111MEM097

1997 Memories

$4.71

•

109SCAL

$4.71

LJ Fishing a n d Boating M a p

109FMAP

1998 Partnerships

S4.71

LJ Hazards on the Water

109FIAZW

111NLFR99 !

1999 Northern Leopard Frog

$4.71

•

109JUST

111MPTU00;

2000 Midland Painted Turtle

$4.71

LJ Ice Fishing in Pennsylvania

109ICEF

111PLAY80

PLAY 1980

$2.83

LJ Lake Erie

109ERIE

111PLAY83 i

PLAY 1983

$2.83

_ l M a p Sources

109MAPS

111PLAY86

PLAY 1986

$2.83

LJ Northern Copperhead

109NCOP

111PLAY87 |

PLAY 1987

$2.83

109NLEP

111PLAY91

PLAY 1991

$2.83

LJ N o r t h e r n Leopard Frog

111PLAY92

PLAY 1992

$2.83

Fish Scale Sketch of PFBC

I Just Bought a Boat

LJ Personal Flotation Devices

109PFDS

LJ Personal Watercraft in PA

109PWCS

111PLAY93

PLAY 1993

$2.83

111PLAY95 j

PLAY 1995

$2.83

LJ Six Ways t o the Sea

109WAYS
109SBAS

111PLAY97

PLAY 1997

$2.83

LJ Snakes in Basements/Buildings

111PLAY98

PLAY 1998

$2.83

LJ Snakes of Pennsylvania

109SNAK

111PUY99 |

PLAY 1999

S2.83

LJ Trout Fishing in Pennsylvania

109TROU

111PLAY00

PLAY 2 0 0 0

$2.83

•

109WPOL

FREE with every purchase!

Ball caps (non-taxable)

109AWRD

LJ Drinking, Boating a n d t h e Law

111PART98

PA residents add 6% state sales tax

LJ Angler Award Program

$4.71

Northern Copperhead

Wall charts, patches, and books subtotal (taxable)

109ACID

1997 Rainbow Darter

,1998

TOTAL YOUR ORDER

LJ Acid Precipitation

111DART971

111NCOP98

YES! Enter my subscription for THREE YEARS at $25
YES! Enter my subscription for TWO YEARS at $18
YES! Enter my subscription for ONE YEAR at $9
New subscription LJ Renewal or extending

$9.43

Please indicate with a v ' the requested titles. For multiple copies of the
same title, please call the Publications Section at 717-657-4521.

Ball Cap (non-taxable, shipping and handling additional)
codeft

?.43

Species of PA

Pamphlets

•
•
•
LJ

price

product

code# [ quantity

103CLDF

115TANC

PA Angler & Boater Subscriptions/Renewals

Books (taxable, shipping and handling additional)

Water Pollution

(available while supplies last)
Measure your catch and stay legal with a PFBC self-adhesive vinyl yardstick!

SUBTOTAL
Shipping and handling total

FOR ORDERS OF $10.00 OR MORE-ADD $3.00
PA Angler & Boater Subscription TOTAL
P.L.A.Y. Membership TOTAL
TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED

Order Information
Use for new PA Angler & Boater subscriptions, PLAY membership, publication and product
orders and change of address.

Name
Street Address

P. O. Box
City

State

^ Zip

Please mail entire form to: PA Fish &. Boat Commission, Educational Media
Section, P.O. Box 67000, Harrisburg, PA 17106-7000. Use check or money
order for remittance made payable to: PA Fish & Boat Commission.
Prices subject to change without notice. Allow 4-6 weeks for deliver y. C0003
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Allegheny Rivet
Wilderness Islands
byjaneal Hedman

I he Wilderness
Islands Water Trail is a
106-mile reach of the
Allegheny River from
Kinzua Dam to
Emlenton. The unique
character of this river
section has prompted
86.6 miles to be
designated as part of
the National Wild &
Scenic River System.

The scenic value of this river as it passes through three distinct landscapes puts it in a class of its own:
• The first landscape, between Kinzua Dam and Oil City, <s a broad river
valley with slow river eddies. Along the banks are farmlands, rural settlements, rustic cabins and river towns.
• The second landscape has a narrower valley with more than 100 islands.
The undeveloped islands provide a more natural, undisturbed experience.
• The third landscape, below Franklin, has narrow, sharply winding valleys with steep slopes. This water trail section has nine sharp bends that
nearly turn back onto themselves. It is the least developed section because
of the steepness of the side slopes.
In addition to the scenic value of this portion of the Allegheny River,
there are at least 75 prehistoric culture sites that deserve mention, including "Indian God Rock," a rock with prehistoric carvings at the river edge,
south of Franklin.

Wilderness Islands
•W

The U.S. Forest Service manages 29 of the more than 100 islands you
pass on this water trail, seven of which are the Allegheny Wilderness Islands. The wilderness islands total 368 acres, making this wilderness one
of the smallest in the nation. All of the islands are of alluvial origin, which
means they were formed by water-carried deposits of sand, mud and clay.
The wilderness islands are located along a 26-mile reach of the river between the Buckaloons Recreation Area and Tionesta. They are primarily
vegetated by river bottom forests of willow, sycamore and silver maple.

The U.S. Forest Service
manages 29 of the more
than 100 islands you
pass on this water trail,
seven of which are the
Allegheny Wilderness
Islands. The wilderness
islands total 368 acres,
making this wilderness
one of the smallest
in the nation.
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The Allegheny River is often referred
to as a gentle float trip-perfect for a beginner. Trips ranging from one hour to
several days can easily be planned using
local outfitters and public access areas.
Although this river passes by wilderness
islands, there is easy access by U.S.
routes 6 and 62. You pass towns and
residential areas along the river.
Because this river is dam-fed, its full
length is usable by canoes and jetboats,
and some portions also permit motorboat and personal watercraft use.
Although you may encounter riffles and
eddies in some areas, there are very few
rocks to avoid and navigation is easy-a
perfect choice for the novice canoeist.
There are many tracts of private land
(islands and shorelines) along the river
trail, so respect private landowner rights,
and obtain permission from property
owners before entering private land.

Planning your trip

|

The U.S. Forest Service produces a map
for the Allegheny River Islands Wilderness
that provides a description o f each island
from Buckaloons to Tionesta. Contact
USDA Forest Service, Allegheny National
Forest, 222 Liberty Street, Warren, PA
16365; (814) 723-5150; or www.fs.fed.us/
r9/allegheny. To plan your water trail vacation, contact Warren, Forest and Venango
counties tourist promotion agencies:
Northern Alleghenies Vacation Region, 315, Second Avenue, Warren, PA
16365; 814-726-1222;
www.northernalleghenies.com.
Forest County Tourism, need address, 16353; 800-610-6611;
www.forestcountry.com.
Oil Heritage Region Tourist Promotion Agency, P.O. Box 128, Oil City, PA
16301; 800-483-6264;
www.usachoice.net/oilregiontourist.

Sights along the way
If you stay alert, a special treat may be in store for you.
Bald eagles have returned to the area, and are frequently
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There are many activities to enjoy
along the Allegheny River, including
bountiful fishing, swimming and camping, ranging from developed sites, such
as Buckaloons, to primitive camping
opportunities on the Allegheny River
islands. Canoe liveries and outfitter
guides along the river are an excellent
source of information.
Camping is allowed on most national
forest land, including the 29 national
forest islands between Kinzua Dam and Tionesta. However,
some areas do not have suitable sites because of dense trees
and brush on the high banks and wet, uneven conditions.
Buckaloons is a popular starting point for many canoeists. It's a developed U.S. Forest Service recreation area
located six miles south of Warren on U.S. Route 62. A primi
tive camping area on state forest land, called the Allegheny
River Tract, across from Kennerdell, is also a popular site.
Contact local tourist promotion agencies or outfitters to
assist in making accommodations.
Fishing is popular on this high-quality waterway. Many
kinds of gamefish are available, including trout, smallmouth bass, walleyes, muskellunge and carp. Waterways
Conservation Officer Bill Martin kept an Allegheny River
diary throughout 1998 to learn more about the area. He discovered that the Allegheny River is one of the finest, most
diversified fisheries he had ever seen. That diary is published in the September/October 1999 PA Angler & Boater.
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seen. Otters have been re-introduced,
and you may see ospreys, soft-shelled
turtles, great blue herons, kingfishers,
common mergansers, mallards and
beavers.
The Allegheny River is also home to
small populations of clubshell and
northern riffleshell mussels. Both of
these mussels are sensitive to disturbance, and are federally listed and
state-listed endangered species. You
can do your part in the recovery of
these species by not disturbing any
mussels you may encounter, and inspecting your boat for "hitchhiker"
zebra mussels from other waterways
where you may have boated.
If you are moving your watercraft
from one waterway to another, always
drain the water from your boat. Remove any plants caught on equipment,
and dispose of unwanted bait properly
on land. Dry your watercraft and
equipment for at least five days, or
spray your watercraft and equipment
with high-pressure water (a car wash
works well), or rinse your watercraft
and equipment with hot water (hotter
than 104 degrees).

Travel routes, hazards

The easiest travel route is the main
river channel. Traveling from Kinzua
to Tidioute, there are some Class II
rapids (riffles) downstream from the
Glade Bridge (the first bridge coming into Warren). These
riffles are about 150 yards long. When water levels are high,
be aware of "strainers," or treetops that are submerged
around the islands.
The only hazard for the remainder of the trip to
Emlenton is in Oil City, under the Veterans Bridge (near the
Holiday Inn). This area has a steep drop and fast water. Canoeists must be able to navigate quickly through an
intricate rock arrangement. Most canoe liveries do not canoe through this area. Several local agencies are working
together to create an area of smoother passage, while leaving a whitewater area for the more adventurous.

Paver level
This water trail is heavily affected by Kinzua Dam, operated by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, so there is always
sufficient water to canoe. A good way to find out the water
level for canoeing is to check the outflow of Kinzua Dam.
Ideal water outflow is in the range of 1,500 to 3,000 cubic
feet per second (CFS). The daily outflow can be obtained by
calling the Corps office at 814-726-0164. Over 5,000 CFS is
considered hazardous.O
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Access Areas, Canoe Liveries
Access Name

Developed/Undeveloped

Owner

Miles from Kinzua Dam

Big Bend

D

Army Corp. o f Eng.

0

Allegheny Outfitters

D

Fred Mendenhall 814-723-4868

6

The Point

Warren Borough

8

Crescent Park

U
D

Warren Borough

9

Clifford Betts Park

D

Warren Borough

10

Starbrick

D

PFBC

13

Buckaloons

D

USFS Allegheny National Forest 814-723-5150

15

Conklin Run

U

PCC

23

Perry Magee Run

U

PCC

27

Indian Water Canoe Rentals

D

814-484-3252

27

Bonnie Brae

D

PFBC

28

Tidioute
West Hickory

D

Tidioute Borough

30

D

PFBC

39

Tionesta

D
D

PFBC
814-755-4444

34

Eagle Rock Enterprises
Tionesta Island

U

Outback Adventures

D

Fox Run Canoe Rental
President

44
45
45

D

Private
814-589-7359
814-677-4092

U

Private

52

Justus Park

D

Public

66

Oil City

D

67

Grand Rental

D

PFBC
814-677-6091

Franklin

D

PFBC

73

Cranberry Township

U

Cranberry Township

73

Country Pedlar

D

814-432-8055

74

Allegheny River Canoe Rental

D

814-432-7644

75

Fisherman's Cove

U

PFBC

Emienton Outfitters & Canoe Livery

D

724-867-8287

Emienton

U

Emienton Borough

107

Foxburg

U
D

Private

111

724-659-3752

111

Foxburg Livery & Outfitters
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73

83
Unknown
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JROTECT PENNSYLVANIA'S WATERS

This is the fourth in a
series of articles on the
major topics of concern
in the Commission's
theme, "Conserve
2000." This feature
explains some of the
global, regional and
local aspects of
recreational access.
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he Conserve 2000 program was designed to
increase the protection of the Commonwealth's
water resources. Fishing and boating access is vital
to the enjoyment and, ultimately, the stewardship of
our water resources. However, access is not limited
to fishing and boating. Any outdoor recreation
activity you participate in means that you need to
get there-you need that access. Let's examine the
effects of our access on wild places while
considering our burgeoning population and
increased demand on our wild resources.

www.fish.state.pa.us

A recent article in PA Angler & Boater described The Abele
Memorial Glen. The glen honors the memory of Ralph
Abele, executive director of the PA Fish Commission from
1972 to 1987. He was a man of vision, honor and integrity.
This vision helped protect and preserve 430 acres of woodlands, stretched along a 2.5-mile section of Class A wild
trout stream where Mifflin, Union and Centre counties
come together. When this land was for sale, there were interested buyers from Philadelphia. However, none of the
owners was willing to sell the land to them. The locals, as
well as visitors, were glad the Commission purchased the
land. They appreciated that nothing would be built there.
This protected area allows hunters, hikers, anglers, canoeists, bikers and birders to enjoy the area's solitude, wildlife
and beauty.
This acquisition by the agency provides people with access-recreational access-to a wealth of resources that Ralph
Abele fought hard to protect.
"As a conservation agency, we believe strongly in the wise
use of the state's natural resources. And the agency intends
to keep on that track in our concern with the resources for
which we are responsible. The misuse of these resources can
have an adverse effect on the whole quality of life now and
in future years," Ralph Abele said.
Embracing Ralph Abele's vision, people are beginning to
recognize the importance of getting involved in their local
land use, water use and planning decisions. Responsible
land and water use has a direct effect on preserving land

and protecting habitats and water quality. Public involvement, in the form of participation, cooperation and
funding, is key to protecting and preserving land for us and
future generations.

Pay...or else
What's happening in North America to gain more recreational access? At many national parks, fees are imposed to
park at launch ramps, to paddle rivers, to view interpretive
displays at visitor centers, and to hike into the backcountry.
There are two sides to the fee issue, in this case, how much
you are willing to pay to gain access to your favorite boat
launch or walk-in fishing spot, or how much you are willing
to pay to bike a trail or climb a mountain. The "good side"
of this issue includes catching up on the facility maintenance backlog and knowing that 80 percent of the fees stay
with the collecting agency and are funneled back into the
recreation for which they were collected. The "bad side"
includes the price. To paddle the Middle Fork of the
Salmon River costs $5 a day per person. The cost is $140 for
a family of four to spend a week on this undeveloped river, a
river whose amenities are a wood ramp at the start, a cement
ramp 100 miles downstream, and pit toilets at both ends.
According to the U.S. Forest Service, money collected will
be used for a variety of river corridor improvements, includ-

ing repairing launch facilities, resource protection, wilderness and environmental interpretation efforts, annual
operations and resource mitigation. They will also ask waterway users for suggestions on how they should allocate
the money. A river that had been wild and free is no longer
free. Soon it may not be wild, either.
People used to think that wild space was infinite. However, that attitude is changing. Two examples of what
people are doing to ensure that lands remain free for us and
our future generations include the following:
• On October 24, 1998, to remind the government that
paddlers want Ontario's wilderness protected, hundreds of
canoeists and kayakers, armed with boats, PFDs and
paddles, positioned themselves to form a giant pine tree in
front of Queen's Park. Partnership for Public Lands organized the event, which included a coalition of the World
Wildlife Fund, Federation of Ontario Naturalists and 39
other conservation organizations.
"The end of nature is in sight, with 40 million hectares
up for grabs," said the event coordinator Ric Symmes. The
partnership wants to protect 15 percent to 20 percent of
government lands in northern and southern Ontario.
• In the late 1800s, 68,000 acres of virgin forest were
bought. Now, part of that forest estate in the heart of the
Adirondack Mountains has been added to the vast New
York Forest Preserve. Acquired with money from the Environmental Protection Fund and the Clean Waters/Clean Air
Bond Act, the 15,000-acre parcel opened in the summer of
1998 for motorless recreation activities. The area is the hub
of a system of historic canoe routes used by early
Adirondack explorers.

Conflict
Water is not exempt from the pressure of "limited access."
In September 1998, the National Park Service (NPS) issued a
notice of proposed rulemaking that would ban personal
watercraft (PWC) on most NPS-administered waters unless
the activity were specifically authorized. North Carolina's
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Cape Hatteras National Seashore and Georgia's Chattahoochee National Recreation Area are the most recent to
take action this way.
Battles between PWC and other user groups extend far
beyond national parks. Conflicts have erupted in all areas
across the United States, including wildlife refuges, public
lakes, rivers and coastal areas. While recreational groups,
waterfront property owners and environmental groups are
all trying to gain further restriction, the PWC industry is
waging an increasingly defensive battle to keep these craft
on the water.

The Commonwealth-for all people
Rich and diverse, the Commonwealth comprises 45,308
square miles of tree cover, agriculture lands, open and moving water, developed land, quarries and mineland. In
Pennsylvania you can find just about anything to do and
see. According to the 1990 U.S. Census, Pennsylvania has
more than 11.8 million people living inside its borders.
However, as our population grows, our resources shrink. A
study completed in Chester County cited "more land in
Chester County has been impacted by development in the
last 25 years than in the previous 300 years!"
Pennsylvania is not exempt from the pressure for access
to our natural resources. One historical way to preserve
open space is to set aside public land and waters. Over the
last 150 years, Pennsylvania has developed three major public land systems and one public water system-state parks,
state forests and state game lands, along with state fishing
and boating areas. State parks, managed by the state's Department of Conservation and Natural Resources, started
its holding of public land in the early 20th century. Currently there are 116 state parks. The state forest system
manages an additional two million acres of forest land. The
Game Commission holds more than 1.3 million acres of
public land. All of these lands provide preservation of natural areas and access to them.
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The Fish & Boat Commission protects the state's waters
and additional acreage as boating access areas. Just about
everything we do affects our water, and the water affects us.
There is something about water that strongly attracts humans. It is difficult to describe this feeling, and it affects
everyone individually. Some are soothed by sitting by the
water's edge. Attending an arts festival by a river makes you
feel relaxed. Watching boat races builds excitement. Whatever that feeling is, water links rural, suburban, urban,
cultural and socioeconomic areas. Water brings everyoneand everything-together.
Pennsylvania is rich in water. Considering the total
amount of water, Pennsylvania is second in the nation only
to Alaska. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers manages 17
lakes; the Bureau of Forestry has seven lakes; 53 state parks
(out of 116) have launch ramps and access to water; the Fish
& Boat Commission owns 49 lakes and over 300 public accesses. Annually, some 2.5 million Pennsylvanians in more
than 350,000 registered boats and an estimated one million
anglers take to the water. With these numbers increasing,
one can see how the water resources are pressured.
Every Pennsylvanian lives in one of six major watershedsLake Erie, Genesee River, Susquehanna River, Ohio River,
Potomac River and Delaware River. There are more than
83,000 miles of rivers and streams; 76 natural lakes give us
5,200 acres of flat water; more than 200 man-made impoundments create an additional 200,000 acres; Lake Erie
gives us more than 750 square miles of big water. The Delaware River, the last free-flowing river in the Northeast, has
56 miles of tidal waters with access to Delaware Bay.

Out the back door
What are we doing so that people can get to their favorite
spots without having to pay a fee? In the fall of 1997, the
Fish & Boat Commission launched a new initiative to develop a statewide network of scenic water trails. The
network of trails provides enhanced recreational opportunities for the Commonwealth's anglers and boaters while
returning significant benefits to the state's economy in
travel and tourism dollars. By developing a network of water trails, the Commission will increase this economic effect
while meeting the growing demand for enhanced boating
and outdoor experiences. Most importantly, water trails
provide an opportunity for free access and allow participants to connect with the Commonwealth's natural
resources.

Boating is an increasingly popular form of outdoor recreation in Pennsylvania. The number of boats registered in
the state has grown 312 percent in the last decade alone.
Annually, 2.5 million Pennsylvanians take to the water in
boats, with nearly 15 percent of all households owning at
least one watercraft. This activity contributes more than
$1.7 billion each year to the Commonwealth's economy.
Promoting the Commonwealth's waterways as water trails
is a new approach for the Commission. Traditionally, the
Commission provides general recreation information on all
of the Commonwealth's 83,000 miles of flowing waterways
and nearly one million acres of lakes and wetlands. Under
the new water trail initiative, the Commission will provide
specific information about designated water trails, similar
to marked foot trails. Included will be directions to trail
heads (boat launch and take-out points) and background
about the scenic, historic and geological points of interest
along the way.
Since the fall of 1997, the Commission has worked with
the Alliance for the Chesapeake Bay to develop the
Commonwealth's first official water trail, the Susquehanna
River Trail, running 24 miles from Halifax to Harrisburg.
The Commission has also developed a water trail program
model for use with subsequent trail partners.
Another program the Commission has initiated is Adoptan-Access. Beginning in 1996, those interested in keeping
Pennsylvania beautiful were, and are still, able to team with
the agency to become caretakers along one of the state's
streams, rivers or lakes.
The Commission owns or operates over 300 sites that provide free access to the water for public fishing and boating.
Through Adopt-an-Access, interested individuals or groups
can help with routine maintenance and litter removal at
these sites. Providing clean, well-groomed areas for anglers,
boaters and the millions of tourists who visit, the program
also serves to raise the awareness of participants about litter
problems. The program allows groups or individuals to
become special "caretakers" of portions of Commission access areas. Cleanup work obviously helps preserve the sites
for public use. However, more importantly, it protects opportunities for recreation on the water.
Outdoor sports enthusiasts have a long history of working to keep the environment clean and, more importantly,
free. They know that such efforts in the long run will pay
dividends for both the natural resources and for us.O

For more information
Fee Demonstration Program. www.canoekayak.com/issues/March2000
Fee Demonstration Program, www.fs.fed.us/recreation/fee_demo
Adopt-an Access. For an application from the Commission, call 814-359-5152
Alliance for the Chesapeake Bay. 717-236-8825 or 1 -800-662-CRIS
Center for Watershed Protection. 301-589-1890
DEP. www.dep.state.pa.us
PFBC. www.fish.state.pa.us
Commission Bureau of Boating & Education. 717-705-7833
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French Creek's Upper Reaches
by Kevin Phillips

A Matt Burke and I prepared to
fish the West Branch of French
Creek for the first time, a truck
pulled up to us on the dirt road,
and a local resident asked us where
we were from. After hearing we
were from Pittsburgh, and that we
had never fished the West Branch
before, he began trying to convince
us to change our plans.
50
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He told us that all we would catch in the creek were "a
bunch of pike and maybe an occasional musky," and
then we were given directions to a nearby farm pond to
fish as an alternative. Because we were out-of-town fishermen, we appreciated his sincere interest in us. But
after our conversation, our hopes were higher than ever.
We had made the trip for the pike.
Fifteen minutes later, we were wading a slow, narrow
stretch of stream that averaged three to four feet deep
from bank to bank. The usual feeling of eagerness I get
when anticipating a big fish was heightened by the unfamiliar but promising-looking new water I was in.
My buzzbait zipped away from the overhanging brush
where I had cast, and the slow, still water exploded. It
was a total miss, but within seconds the water exploded
again as I kept up a steady retrieve. I would soon find
that the pike was 27 '/i inches long, good enough for my
first Catch and Release Angler Award, and my love affair
with the West Branch of French Creek had begun.
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Smallmouths, largemouths, muskies, rock bass and perch,
along with pike, are all found in the West Branch, and the
Fish & Boat Commission stocks it with walleye fry every
other year. This is quite a variety of desirable fish, but
northerns are the only ones that can be caught regularly because they are the prominent fish of the West Branch. Just
as waterways pick up labels such as smallmouth stream,
trout stream, bass pond and sucker hole, the West Branch of
French Creek could easily be branded a pike stream.
Nine miles south of Lake Erie, the West Branch enters
Pennsylvania's Erie County from New York. The creek remains in Erie County for its entire Pennsylvania length of
over 22 miles. It ends in Wattsburg where it adds to the
main stem of French Creek. As the beaver dam-riddled creek
slowly flows southward, it passes by brushy woods, cow pastures and cornfields. A typical stream stretch is steeply
banked on both sides, two to four feet deep with a soft bottom, and rarely over 40 feet wide. Expect to find plenty of
good pike cover in the form of log jams, freshly fallen trees,
brushy overhangs and even some lily pad patches. Keep in
mind that the creek has some shallow, narrow stretches-you
would never guess you were in an excellent pike fishery.
Little more than trickles, these stretches just add to the mystique of a unique fishery.
Many of the West Branch's finest stretches are barely 25
feet wide, yet northerns up to 32 inches are not rare, and
bigger ones of 35 inches are possible. The real action,
though, comes from the creek's abundance of 20- to 28-inch
pike. If I'm wading the West Branch on a summer morning

during the first four or five hours of daylight, I can count
on five to 10 bites from pike in this size range. The West
Branch is where an angler can enjoy plenty of excitement
from pike around the legal 24-inch mark, and have a chance
to experience the thrill of hooking a 30-incher in a relatively
small waterway.
The best times to target pike in Pennsylvania are right
after ice-out, May through mid-June, and Labor Day
through November. But on the West Branch of French
Creek, the time to target them is during the summer.
Many of the creek's soft-bottomed, steeply banked pike
stretches can be difficult to wade even during a low summer
flow. Still, wading is the best approach. Log jams and beaver dams make float trips impractical even during spring
and early summer. In the fall, when high water is rarely a
problem, great gatherings of leaves in slow, pikey stretches
can make fishing extremely frustrating. Ironically, the very
features that make the West Branch an excellent pike
stream also make it difficult to fish during the northern's
most vulnerable periods.
Although northern pike inhabit Pennsylvania's entire
portion of the West Branch, the creek is quite small around
the state line and holds few pike there. Only 1 '/i miles
downstream from New York, however, good pike fishing
can be found where Route 430 crosses it. This wide area is
tough to wade with its soft bottom and good depth, but it's
perfect for a canoe. A canoe can be launched here, but use

Lake Erie

PENNSYLVANIA
Lake LeBoeuf,
Edinboro
Lake
Cussewago
Creek

Conneaut
Laki
The author shows the 16'/'2-inch
smallmouth bass he caught on the French
Creek mainstem a mile below Wattsburg.
photo-Kevin Phillips-, mop graphic-Ti-d Walk.
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caution carrying one down the steep bank leading to the
creek from Route 430.
Between Routes 430 and 89 are five miles of slow-moving stream where northerns thrive. I've caught pike up to
28 inches in this stretch and have talked to area fishermen
who modestly talk of catching 31-inch pike and muskies
up to 40 inches here. This stretch's drawback is its difficulty to wade, so it is best approached during the driest
summer spells.

About two miles downstream from Route 89, Wildman
Road crosses the West Branch. From here to the next
bridge, where Knoyle Road crosses, the creek may seem
small, but it's easy to wade and holds lots of pike. After Wildman Road, good pike fishing becomes very
consistent all the way to the creek's finish, 16 miles
away in Wattsburg.
The stretch from Knoyle Road to Page Corners is
remote, and is my favorite. This stretch is marked by
relentless bank-to-bank log jams that are caused in
part by an impressive winding flow pattern. From a
single bend in the creek here, I watched my buddy
catch and release four pike, all between 28 and 31
inches, in just 20 minutes.
Below Page Road is another remote creek section
that is not touched by another public road until
Route 89 crosses it again 10 stream miles away. This
stretch was once crossed by Hanna Hall Road, and
although not all maps show it, the bridge has been
out for years. Beavers have a strong presence
here, and their many dams can be thought of as
pike habitat improvement projects. This is
where you find the creek's deepest and widest spots, such as the long, pond-like
stretch two miles upstream from Route
89. Here the creek abruptly opens up to a
width of at least 100 feet, becomes lined
with lily pads and is full of northerns.
Hardy anglers who have a passion for
fishing seldom-seen, productive waters
should find this long, isolated stretch
NEW YORK
rewarding.
After the Route 89 crossing, Route 8/
LVANIA
89 crosses the West Branch more than
two miles downstream before it flows
into French Creek. Skirting the village of Lowville and
going through Wattsburg, the creek's final few miles
are not as isolated as are the upstream waters. Nevertheless, good fishing remains steady all the way to the
mouth, and the pike seem to run even bigger here. Of
the nine pike I've seen landed in this stretch during the last
two summers, not one has been under 25 inches.

Lures
Large spinnerbaits and inline spinners, buzzbaits ranging
in size from as small as an '/s-ounce up to a '/2-ounce, floating
minnow lures three to four inches long, and two- to threeinch surface plugs all produce well on the West Branch.
Often drawing amazingly savage strikes, buzzbaits are the
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from Wattsburg, catching 30 bass in just a few hours

isn't likely, as it is above Wattsburg, but smallmouths
between 15 and 18 inches are more plentiful.

a smallmouth population exists simply
as a result of the creek's natural makeup
and what it can support.
A modest selection of small
crankbaits, floating minnows and inline spinners can provide an afternoon
of smallmouth excitement on this part
of French Creek. On these typically low,
clear waters of summer, casting anywhere there's at least two feet of water is
worthwhile, but it's the dark, shady areas where bass lose their clear-water
caution and are more vulnerable.

most exciting of these lures to use
for pike. Even though buzzbaits
inspire the most outrageous strikes,
spinner baits seem to be the West
Branch's most reliable producer.
Many frogs, suckers and various
species of minnows offer West
Branch pike plenty of forage. Except for the bridge on Page Road,
every crossing from Wildman Road
to the mouth, which is just a short
distance from where Route 8/89
crosses the main stem, has baitfishrich riffles or shallows close by for
gathering bait.

French Creek main stem

New kind of fishery

With the exception of overcast
days, summer pike fishing on the
West Branch usually slows during
the afternoon before picking up
again in the evening. This is a good time to try the main
stem of French Creek from the New York line to where it
receives the West Branch nearly five miles downstream.
This stretch of water is crossed just before the state line by
Route 474, by Tanner Road 1 x/i miles downstream, and by
Route 8/89 in Wattsburg. French Creek enters Pennsylvania
just 7 x/i miles south of where the West Branch enters, but it
is a very different stream. This upper stretch of French
Creek is without a doubt a smallmouth stream.
These upper reaches of French Creek proper may not be
as unique as the West Branch and its pike, but it's a beaut)'
and a pleasure to fish. Averaging 40 to 50 feet wide, the
creek passes cornfields, tall woods and some high clay
banks as it flows toward Wattsburg. About a half-mile
downstream from New York, look for an impressive clay
and dirt cliff that reaches some 175 feet high. French
Creek's main stem is a shallow stream, it is perfect for wet
wading, and a hard, rocky bottom makes it easy to traverse.
After spending the morning on the West Branch in chest
waders, wading these waters is an enjoyable option on a hot
afternoon.
Catching 30 smallmouths in just a few hours is likely on
this stretch of French Creek.
It is a "numbers stream." Although I've caught smallmouth
bass up to 15 inches here, the eight- to 12-inchers dominate
the action. This abundance of bass under 12 inches is clearly
not related to overfishing or to overharvesting. Instead, such
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The upper French Creek watershed
shows yet another face after the West
Branch joins French Creek in
Wattsburg. French Creek not only
greatly increases in size with the additional flow. It also instantly becomes a
new kind of fishery. Taking on a look that could be described
as a combination of the West Branch and of what the main
stem is like above Wattsburg, French Creek becomes more
diverse with neither pike nor smallmouth the overwhelming
predator. Along with this better balanced fishery comes a
larger average size of smallmouth bass, and an opportunity to
catch a big stream bass. Downstream from Wattsburg, catching 30 bass in just a few hours is no longer likely, but
smallmouths between 15 and 18 inches are suddenly no
longer a rarity.
After Wattsburg, the next access is five miles downstream
where Arbuckle Road crosses high above the creek. Cornfields and thick woods surround this isolated stretch, plus
over a mile of stream flows through State Game Lands 162.
Many islands consisting of bleached log tangles stand out in
these waters, and they are pike, smallmouth and largemouth
magnets. Above Arbuckle Road the creek is impressive and a
great fishery, but keep in mind that these are only its upper
reaches. Famous for its diversity, and boasting over 75 species offish, the French Creek watershed is really just getting
going here-the creek itself still has over 105 more miles to go
before it joins the Allegheny River.
Bridges are the key to gaining access on both the West
Branch and the main stem because roads running parallel to
either creek are almost nonexistent. Little public land borders these upper reaches, and I frequently remind myself how
lucky I am to be fishing such fine waters.O

Matt Burke displays the 18-inch
smallmouth bass he fooled with a buzzbait.
The action took place on the mainstem one
mile below Wattsburg.
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Crappie
Tactic
ty Gerald Almy

Oculling the drab-green
johnboat softly with the
short paddle, I eased quietly
up to the bridge piling and
dropped the pair of tiny soft
plastic-bodied grubs into
the clear water. The jigs
dropped about nine feet
down and another six feet
as I stripped out line.
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Holding the jigs as still as I could, I let them hover next to
the concrete abutment. I knew that even though I was not
actively manipulating them, the jigs were quivering and
fluttering slightly from natural hand movement. And that
was enough. Within a minute, a sharp take telegraphed up
the sensitive rod. I raised my arm quickly and felt the solid
weight of a heavy crappie throbbing in resistance.
It may come as a surprise to some, but I didn't catch that
fish in the spring, when the lion's share of fishing effort for
this delectable panfish takes place. I caught it in the middle
of summer. It was July and the temperature was in the 90s,
but the fish were biting consistently. What's more, they
were concentrated in a tight school, and once you found the
silver, black and white panfish, catching them just required
a bit of concentrated effort and patience.
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Once you learn to pattern the fish and understand
their seasonal movements as water temperatures
rise in summer, crappies can be easy to pinpoint,
and they bite even moire reliably than in spring.

Tight-Lining Rig

1-to 2-inch minnows
size 1 to 4 hooks

1-to 2-inch minnows
size 1 to 4 hooks

Most people associate crappie fishing with searching for
spring's spawning fish in coves and bays, probing three to
six feet of water near fallen trees, brushpiles and docks.
Casting minnows or jigs to these mating fish can offer
great sport, it's true. But crappies don't stop biting in
summer just because they vacate the shallows, and there's
no need to abandon this fish until the following spring.
The fact is, even though spring fishing is exciting, in
many ways summer's sport can actually be even more consistent and productive. Once you learn to pattern the fish
and understand their seasonal movements as water temperatures rise in summer, crappies can be easier to
pinpoint, and they bite even more reliably than in spring.
There are several reasons for this. For one, the fish tend
to bunch up in tighter schools than they do in spring. So
once you find them you can often stay in that location and
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1-to 2-ounce bell sinker
s-GtmldAlmy.gnpbicS'TedWalke

catch quite a few. Spawning is over, so there's nothing to
distract them from their main activity at this time: Eating.
Their metabolism is running high and food is abundant
(both insects and minnows).
In addition, weather patterns are more stable. In spring,
it's not uncommon for fishing to be red hot for a few days,
then slim pickings for the next two or three days after a cold
front blows through. The fish might be shallow and tight to
bushes one day, then back 30 feet hovering over a deep
dropoff the next. With summer's stable weather, crappies
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edge, over deep standing timber and brushpiles, and near
artificial reefs, old flooded road beds, stump fields, submerged islands and bridge pilings.
To locate these areas, pinpoint them on the water using a
depth finder. Keep a buoy handy to mark spots with good
structure or locations where you catch a fish. Summer crappies often school tightly, and hooking one means there's a
good opportunity to take more in the immediate vicinity. Top
places to look are the areas with deep water and good structure
near where you caught fish in spring in the shallows.
Once you find either natural or man-made structure in
deep water, you can anchor and fish it. Often, though, it's
more productive simply to use a paddle or electric motor to
move slowly around until you pinpoint the fish.

Tactics

Seasonal patterns
To fool summer crappies consistently, the most important point to keep in mind is their seasonal movement
patterns. In spring, fish swarm out of deep-water winter
haunts into the shallows where food is abundant and
spawning takes place. By late May or June, spawning is
complete and the shallows become too warm, pushing the
fish back into the depths. This usually means anywhere
from 10 to 30 feet deep, though the fish may suspend at
these levels over much deeper water.
Instead of being in coves and bays, you'll find them at the
mouths of feeders, along major creek channel dropoffs, at
the edges of deep weedbeds, near the main river channel
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Many tactics will score on summer crappies in Pennsylvania. One of the most consistent of all is using a
"tight-lining" rig. Instead of the bobber, splitshot and minnow setup used commonly in spring, this rig consists of a
one- or two-ounce dipsey or bell sinker on the bottom, two
size 1 to 4 long-shank gold hooks 18 and 36 inches above,
tied off with dropper loops or using three-way swivels and
six- to eight-inch leaders. Impale one- to two-inch minnows
on each hook through the back or lips (see Figure 1).
You can fish this rig with a spinning outfit if the rod is at
least 6 '/i feet long, but many prefer to use a fly rod and reel
spooled with six- to 10-pound monofilament, or even one of
the special 10- to 14-foot telescoping "cane poles" sold by
major mail order tackle companies.
Locate the types of water described earlier and lower the
rig to the level where fish show on the depthfinder, suspended, or all the way to the bottom, near brush. If you're
fishing a bridge piling you can either start at the bottom and
work upward or lower the bait about 10 feet down and
slowly probe deeper from there. This rig is great for slowly
easing along with the wind or an electric motor, because the
sinker lets you feel the bottom and detect any brushpiles or
other structure. With the minnows positioned above the
weight, bites are easy to detect. But don't expect strikes to be
as strong or forceful as in spring. Just a slight peck or extra
weight is all you're likely to feel.
Another excellent rig for summer crappies consists of two
jigs rigged about 18 to 24 inches apart (see Figure 2). You
can use traditional models with chenille bodies and marabou or tinsel tails, or leadheads with soft-plastic bodies.
Jigs with two contrasting colors are often good, such as
green and black, and red and yellow. Chartreuse is also an
excellent color. Weights can range from '/32-ounce to '/sounce. You can tie the second jig on a dropper above the
first one, or attach a leader to the eye of the first jig behind
the knot and then tie the second lure to that.
Casting and retrieving this rig can occasionally produce if
fish are holding in water just 10 to 15 feet deep or so near
the edge of a weedbed or other cover. Usually, though, vertical jigging pays off better in summer. You can use a long
spinning rod or fly rod for this fishing, with the reel spooled
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with six- to 10-pound mono or slightly
heavier braided line.
Ease up quietly to the area you
think is holding fish, such as a bridge
piling or brushpile in deep water or river channel edge.
Then drop the offering straight down to the level where fish
show on the depth finder, or just above the cover. When
fishing pilings, strikes will often come only if the lure is
within inches of the concrete. That's why vertically dropping the lure down next to it works so well.
You can swim or jiggle the bait if you like, but simply
holding it steady for as long as you can is the best presentation. The slight quivering of your hand and boat motion
from wind and waves add a subtle, realistic movement to the
lure, sort of like a baitfish gently rolling its pectoral fins. If
no strike comes in a few minutes, gently move the bait to
the other side of the cover or raise it slightly in the water
column, in case fish are holding shallower than you think.

Trolling
Trolling can also pay off for summer crappies. Trolling is
a great way to locate fish. Use either a pair of jigs, a small
silver spoon or the tight-line double-minnow rig. Setting
out two rigs can be a good idea, to find out what the fish
want and pinpoint their location faster. Ease slowly along
the edge of submerged timber, bridge pilings, deep weed
beds, river channel bends and similar areas. Add a splitshot
or twist-on lead if you need to keep the jigs or spoon down
deep in the summer strike zone.
When a fish strikes, throw out a marker buoy. Then troll
or drift through the area again. You can anchor and cast to
the spot that produced the fish, but sometimes trolling

back and forth through the area draws
more strikes. Adding a tiny strip of
pork rind to the jigs or a small minnow
can sometimes increase hookups. If
there's a moderate wind blowing, you can simply drift with
it and get the same lure motion you would by slowly trolling.
Night fishing is another way to catch summer crappies
in Pennsylvania. Hang several lanterns over the side of the
boat, or place foam-mounted floating lights out that run
on 12-volt batteries. Occasionally a lighted pier or dock
will jut out far enough into deep water so that you can fish
from the pier and catch crappies in summer. The illumination attracts insects and baitfish, which in turn draw in
crappies. You can drift minnows beneath corks in this
situation because the fish often move up shallower under
the cover of darkness to feed on the minnows and insects
attracted by the light. Jigs can also be cast and retrieved or
fished beneath a float with a slow retrieve and occasional
twitch. Vertical jigging small slab spoons in the quarterounce to half-ounce size can also score on crappies drawn
in by the light.
The fish often move up shallower in the water column as
the night progresses and the water reaches its coolest point.
They feed on insects and minnows near or at the surface
right at the crack of dawn. Streamers like the Clouser Minnow or Zonker can produce surprisingly strong strikes at
this time, as do small spinners on an ultralight spinning
outfit spooled with four- to six-pound line.
With this mix of tactics, you should be well-equipped to
catch crappies this summer. You may just find that the stability of the weather patterns and the predictability of the
fish actually make the hot-weather season the best time of
all to catch these delectable panfish. And you definitely
won't have to contend with as much competition as you do
fishing shallow brushpiles and docks in s p r i n g . O

Off duty?
One thing I have discovered since
becoming a WCO is that it's difficult
to enjoy yourself when spending some
private time fishing along a Commonwealth waterway, especially one in
your own patrol district. For example,
I was asked by a state trooper friend of
mine to go trout fishing on the Yellow
Breeches Creek one late May morning.
Because it was the end of my busy
trout stocking season, it was the first
opportunity I had to enjoy the resource we work so hard to protect. We
decided to pick an area that would
have less pressure.
When we arrived at our spot, we
were disappointed to see several fishermen already working the stream.
Because we had driven so far, we decided that we could tolerate the
company of a few other anglers and
would try our luck at this spot anyway.
As we entered the stream, I noticed
that the angler fishing below me kept
looking up toward me as if he were
going to say something. Slowly he
worked his way closer to me and
hollered, "Aren't you the fish warden?" With every angler on the stream
now looking at me, I asked him why
he wanted to know. He said that a
fisherman had already caught his
limit of trout and took them home,
returned, and was fishing again upstream.
As I was getting a description of the
suspect, I explained to the informant
that although I was not on duty and
was trying to enjoy some fishing myself, I would check the angler when he
returned to his vehicle, which was
parked nearby. A few minutes later
the suspect angler returned to his vehicle carrying three trout. As I
approached him and asked how he did
(as one angler would ask another), he
immediately said, "I know who you are
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and I did not already catch my limit as
that guy told you" (pointing to the
informant standing in the water). The
informant then rushed out of the water toward the suspect and began
yelling at him about seeing him already take a limit home and that he
should not be pointing his finger at
him. The suspect began yelling back,
and quickly they were nose to nose.
Concerned about a physical confrontation, I had to separate the two and
warned that they not do anything that
would make the situation worse for
both of them. I anticipating the arrival and help of my fellow officer who
was still fishing 100 yards downstream
and was unaware that anything was
going on. After a few minutes of negotiating, I was able to calm the two
anglers and determined that the suspect probably did not catch more than
the limit of fish.
My hopes for a relaxing day of fishing had been cut short because of this
incident. I might as well have gone to
work!-W7CO Craig A. Garman,
Cumberland County.

Stocking made easy
Every spring an amazing thing happens here in Wyoming County and
across the state. Millions of trout are
stocked, and it would never happen if
it were not for the generous landowners who allow us to put fish on their
properties and who allow the public to
fish these waters. Thank you so
much! The second part of the stocking equation is the helpers. The Fish
& Boat Commission could not even
begin to stock all these fish if we were
not helped by the dedicated sportsmen who carry buckets and nets of
fish. In Wyoming County, I thank Ray
Goeringer, Joe Connors, John and
Leslie Rhodes, Rich White and Terry
Huff.-WCO Larry L. Bundy, Jr., Wyoming/Eastern Sullivan Counties.

"I'll never fish again!"
Deputy Bob McFadden came across
a gentleman fishing in the Allegheny
River who discarded a beverage container along the bank. When

confronted by DWCO McFadden for
the littering violation, the man cursed,
stomped and hollered, and threw his
fishing pole down the riverbank, vowing never to fish again if he were cited.
DWCO McFadden retrieved the rod
for the man, and told him he was, indeed, going to be ticketed. The man
swore he did not want the fishing rod
back, and advised that it should be
given to a child because he would no
longer be fishing.
He should have taken his own advise, because about a month or so
later, DWCO Greg Pochron apprehended the same individual for
possessing a short smallmouth bass,
which he filleted on the spot and tried
to conceal.-WCO Thomas Tarkowski,
Venango County.

Another legal requirement?
While instructing a group in boating safety at the Berks County Youth
Field Day with DWCO Carl Warner, I
went through a detailed list of equipment required on watercraft to be safe
and legal. I demonstrated each item
of equipment, and especially stressed
the need for life jackets, their use and
proper fit. Deputy Warner expertly
followed with a course on water safety,
self-rescue and how to use a throw
bag. Quite proud of ourselves for a
job well done, I asked the group,
"What is the most important thing
you can have on your boat?" A youngster looked me straight in the eye and
replied, "Foodl"-WCO John Sabaitis,
Berks County.

Just one more cast!
Who says you can't work and have
fun at the same time! Last summer I
spent a weekend with a bunch of
Brownies and Girl Scouts at Camp
Louise. On Saturday, we reviewed
some basic water and boating safety
topics, modeled a variety of personal
flotation devices, practiced the
H.E.L.P. and huddle positions and discussed "Reach, Throw, Row and Go."
But by far, the highlight of the weekend was the Sunday fishing clinic.
The girls were catching bluegills right
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and left with an occasional yellow
perch. We didn't have real fancy
equipment, but the girls and the fish
didn't seem to notice. The only complaint was that we had to quit too
soon. The girls learned how to prolong the fun just a little while longer.
"Please, just let me have one more
cast\"-WCO Sally A. Corl, Carbon
County.

Brush up on the ID skills
I was on routine patrol during trout
season in May on Roaring Creek,
which forms the border between Columbia and Montour counties. I
encountered two individuals fishing
near the confluence of Roaring Creek
and the Susquehanna River. I was surprised to find anyone in that area
because Roaring Creek has not been
stocked that far downstream in some
time. I approached the individuals
and could see that they had fish in
their creels. They each had four fish,
two smallmouth bass and two rock
bass. They readily admitted that they
were fishing for bass, and believing all
of the fish to be smallmouths, they
were apprehensive because two of the
fish that they each had were each less
than 12 inches. They breathed a sigh
of relief when I informed them that
the smaller fish were legal.
The relief was short-lived, however,
when I asked them to tell me the season for smallmouth bass. Apparently
these fishermen not only did not
know what they had caught, but they
had neglected to read the summary
book issued to them with their fishing
licenses. I cited the gentlemen for taking bass out of season and advised
them to read the summary book and
brush up on their fish identification
skills before their next outing.-WCO
Mark Pisko, Columbia, Montour,
Northumberland and Sullivan Counties.

Power of partnerships
I wanted to relive one of the more
pleasant aspects of the job, one that I
had experienced several times during a
previous assignment in another district-a children's fishing derby.
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Nothing can be more gratifying than
to see the expressions of delight on the
faces of kids having a good time taking part in these events.
A kid's derby is a great concept, I
thought, but where do I start to look
for answers to the who, what, where,
when and how? The answer seemed
insurmountable, especially if the
event were to occur before the boating season.
Much to my astonishment, three
short meetings and a few phone calls
later, the flyers were mailed and things
were rolling. Between the efforts of
the Lebanon Parks and Recreation
Department, the Indiantown Gap Fish
and Game Conservation Club cooperative nursery and the Doc Fritchey
Chapter of Trout Unlimited, all there
was left to do was wait for the day to
arrive.
The partnership engine has amazing power. All it takes is a little
priming.-WCO Terry Deibler, Lebanon/
Southern Dauphin Counties.

Herpetology lesson
In early June I participated in an
aquatic insect identification workshop
with the Habitat Management staff at
the Commission's Field Station 22,
along Penn's Creek. Expecting to have
a course in entomology, it didn't take
long to see that a lesson in herpetology would be waiting around every
corner.
As we moved along the stream, the
bank came alive with several
watersnakes. A garter snake raced
ahead of us on the grassy trail to the
place where we would collect aquatic
insects from the stream. A large, unusually placid watersnake basked on
the broken-down steps near our outdoor "classroom." To top off our
sightings for the day, a large, brilliantly colored yellow-phase timber
rattlesnake surprised us as we hiked in
the woods along the stream. My seasonal employee said it all: "This place
is pretty snakey!"
Knowing that not everyone in our
group was entirely comfortable with
the slithery serpents, we caught each

other carefully inspecting the trail
ahead of us with each step. Then a
dreaded high school math problem
popped into mind: If five Habitat
Management seasonal employees head
into the woods where 12 watersnakes,
one garter snake and one large timber
rattlesnake live, how many employees
will return?
Well, we all returned from our expedition into the woods, although some
of us may have liked to return a little
faster than others!-Laurel Garlicki,
Aquatic Resources Program Specialist,
Northcentral Region.

"Ohio radius"
Working a "border district" gives an
officer his own set of somewhat amusing stories. Each WCO many times
has to use discretion on just how far
over the state line a non-resident can
fish before changing the violation
from a warning to a citation.
Recently I came across four nonresidents fishing for steelhead at
Crooked Creek. When approaching
the first one and requesting to see his
license, he responded that he was only
15 and did not require one. I agreed
that he did not and engaged him in
conversation, remarking how sharp
the red sports car parked near the
bridge was. He proudly said it was his
and how the 4-speed really made it
"move." When asked his date of birth,
the year 1981 was given. A few more
rapid-fire questions had the year go to
1982, then 1983, to a confession of
being 18 years old.
Rounding up the other three anglers had another round of excuses,
including the one in which they knew
there was a "radius" that they could be
over the state line and still fish legally
with their Ohio licenses. I agreed that
such a radius existed, and asked them
to produce their Ohio licenses before
we measured. Only one fisherman
had a license and he was disgruntled
to find that the radius reached into
Pennsylvania only a matter of inches,
not a distance of more than five
miles.-WCO John W. Bowser, Western
Erie County.
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Bednarchik Named 1999 "Officer of the Year"
Raymond A. Bednarchik Jr. was named the PA Fish & Boat Commission 1999 "Officer of the Year," an award sponsored by the Northeast
Conservation Law Enforcement Chiefs Association. The award was
presented last April at the Northeast Fish & Wildlife Conference, in
Charleston, West Virginia.

"pishiri from the Hitchen
by Wayne Phillips
This is the perfect way to prepare fish for children who think
they do not like fish. The gooey
mozzarella and tomato sauce are
reminiscent of pizza flavors that
kids love so much.
Ingredients for four servings:
• 8 boned crappie fillets
• 1 cup thick tomato sauce,
homemade or purchased
• 2 cups grated mozzarella cheese
Q Salt and pepper
• 1 Tbsp. olive oil

Hints

Oil the bottom of a baking dish
with olive oil. Season the crappie
fillets with salt and pepper. Lightly
spread the top of the fillets with
thickened tomato sauce and cover
with a generous topping of grated
mozzarella. Bake in a 350-degree
oven until the fish is done and the
cheese has melted.

The fish can be broiled instead of
baked. Broiling results in a golden
crust on the cheese, which makes
for a more colorful finished dish.
Thickening the tomato sauce by
simmering it uncovered improves
the finished dish. It allows you to
get a wonderful tomato flavor by
using just a light coating of sauce,
and it tends to stay on the fish better while it is cooking.

Serve

Which kind of cheese

Procedure

Serve over fusilli, penne or
rigatoni pasta that has been lightly
tossed with tomato sauce. Do not
over-dress the pasta or the delicate
flavor of the fish will be lost. To
lighten the tomato flavor, thin the
tomato sauce with some half and
half. Focaccia, an Italian flatbread
widely available, makes an ideal
base for this dish. Warm the bread
and place the baked fish on top.
Another option is to serve the fish
with vegetables and mashed potatoes or rice.
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Cheese is not often served with
fish, but by balancing the fish flavor to the cheese it is terrific. Use
milder cheeses for delicate-flavored
fish and stronger cheese with more
aggressively flavored fish. Use good
melting cheeses like Mozzarella,
Swiss, Monterey Jack or Fontina if
you want to coat the fish fully.
Hard cheeses like Parmesan or
Pecorino Romano just need a dusting of cheese to complement the
fish. Try unusual cheeses like a
smoked Gouda to add some
smokiness.

The presentation included (photo, 1 to
r) Commission Executive Director Peter
A. Colangelo, Bureau of Law Enforcement
Director T h o m a s J. Kamerzel, WCO
Raymond A. Bednarchik Jr., retired WCO
Raymond A. Bednarchik Sr., retired
Bureau of Law Enforcement Director
Edward Manhart, and Southeast Region
Manager Jeffrey S. Bridi.
Bednarchik was nominated for the
award by Jeffrey Bridi, Commission
Southeast Region Manager. "I have
known WCO Bednarchik since he and I
were hired in 1988," Bridi said. "He has
at all times conducted himself in a manner that brings credit to him, the Bureau
of Law Enforcement and the agency. He
conducts himself as a true professional
when dealing with the public, whether
issuing a citation or responding to a request for information.
"WCO Ray Bednarchik is an extremely
knowledgeable officer who readily shares
his experience and insights with fellow
officers," Bridi said. "His handling of a
fatal boating accident on the Schuylkill
River was an outstanding example of his
thorough approach to a complex problem. The investigation lasted from the
date of the accident in September 1998
until the spring of 1999. He used the
services of many other agencies to assist
in this high-profile, complicated case."
Circumstances surrounding Bednarchik's
receiving the 1999 WCO of the Year award
were unique. It was the first instance since
the awards were initiated in 1974 that
both a father and a son were honored as
Officer of the Year. Ray Bednarchik Sr.
received the Officer of the Year award in
1977, and in 1999 Ray Jr. received it in a
presentation by his father. Coincidentally, b o t h ceremonies were in West
Virginia.
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Regular Contributors Recognized
Two PA&B contributors recently won awards for articles
that appeared in PA&B. Linda Steiner won the 1999 Pennsylvania Outdoor Writers Association (POWA) "Trout and the
Coldwater Fishery Award" for the article "Trout: More Than
Just a Fish," which appeared in the May/June 1999 issue. The
award was co-sponsored by POWA and Pennsylvania Trout,
the state council of Trout Unlimited.
The mission of the Pennsylvania
Fish & Boat Com mission is to
provide fishing and boating
opportunities through the
protection and management
of aquatic resources.
EXECUTIVE OFFICE
Peter A. Colangelo, Executive Director
Dennis T. Guise,
Deputy Executive Director/Chief Counsel
Laurie Sbepler, Assistant Counsel
K. Ron Weis, Project Planner
John Arway, Division of Environmental Services
Joseph A. Greene, Legislative Liaison
Louis C. Kauffmanjr., Personnel
Tom Ford, Aquatic Resources Planning Coordinator
Dan Tredinnick, Press Secretary
COMPTROLLER
Ross E. Starner
BUREAU OF ADMINISTRATION
Wasyl James Polischukjr., Director
Tom E. Thomas, Information Systems
Brian Barner, Federal Aid/Grants
Mary Stine, Licensing and Registrations
BUREAU OF FISHERIES
Delano Graff, Director
Rickalon L. Hoopes, Division of Research
Richard A. Snyder, Division of Fisheries Management
James E. Harvey, Division of Trout Production
Martin T. Marcinko,
Division ofWarm/CoolwaterFish Production
BUREAU OF ENGINEERING
AND DEVELOPMENT
James Young, P.E., Director
Bernard J. Kiesnoski, Property Services
Richard Mulfinger, P.E.,
Fishing & Boating Facilities Design
David Bumann, P.E., Engineering
BUREAU OF LAW ENFORCEMENT
Tom Kamerzel, Director
Guy A. Bowersox, Assistant to the Director
Vacant, Assistant to the Director
BUREAU OF BOATING AND EDUCATION
John Simmons, Director
Dan Martin, Boating Safely Program
Carl Richardson, Aquatic Resource Program
Art Michaels, Educational Media Section

Terry Brady took third place in the boating subject/magazine
category of the 1999 Outdoor Writers Association of America
awards program. His winning entry was "Collecting Mahogany
Masterpieces," which appeared in the March/April 1999 issue.
The award was sponsored by the Recreational Boating and Fishing
Foundation.

Angler's Notebook
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Rubber worms rigged to be
"weedless" are among the
most potent bass-catchers.
One problem with them,
though, is that they sometimes slide down the hook
shank after a few casts. You
can alleviate this by tying two
extra pieces of stiff monofilament to the hook eye, one on
each side of the regular line knot. Then trim the excess line, leaving
short tag ends. By acting as makeshift barbs hidden inside the worm,
these knots keep the worm from sliding back once it is pushed up
over the eye.
In addition to great angling opportunities, fishing licenses afford
Pennsylvanians another exciting activity-snapping turtle trapping.
Though they can be found in just about every lake and sizable stream in
the Commonwealth, few people actively pursue snappers. For a change
of pace, try trapping "loggerheads" this summer to make a batch of
tasty turtle soup. For regulations concerning snapping turtles, see the
2000 Summary of Fishing Regulations and Laws.
Trailer light hookups can get clogged with corrosion during the long
periods they are not in use. As a result, the plugs can be difficult to connect, and may not allow the flow of electricity between the contact
points. To keep your terminals free or corrosion, buy an extra set of
plugs, cut off the wires and attach them to their counterparts on your
trailer and vehicle when they're not joined. Cover the exposed wires
with electrical tape.
Although the various sunfish species are generally not difficult to
catch, on some days they can be unwilling to bite. Here's one way to entice more strikes from reluctant sunnies. Tie a 12- to 18-inch piece of
line onto the hook of a tiny spinnerbait or in-line spinner. Then to this
line attach a hook baited with a redworm or grub. Fish that come from
afar simply to investigate the lure will oftentimes succumb to the trailing live bait.
Great trout fishing is usually not associated with midsummer. However, fly fishermen can get into some great early morning dry fly action
on the state's small, wild brook trout streams. Very early in the day,
brookies will readily take big, highly visible imitations drifted through
the riffles and runs of swift freestone streams.

PFBC World Wide Web Site:
www.fish.state.pa.us
pbotti-Arl Micbtuh
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Photo
Contest

Check the details of the Commission's
Photography Contest on page 63! Use
these ideas to take some great fishing,
boating and waterway photos this season! For more ideas, see the photo tips
in the last issue, and check out upcoming issues for more photo tips!

by Art Michaels

FOCUS ON A CRITTER'S EYES.
Critter closeups can be dramatic,
but depth of field can be a problem. To minimize the effect of a
narrow area of sharpness, focus on
the animal's eyes.
Exposure: Provia 100, about
'/us -second at f/8.

UNUSUAL CAMERA ANCLE. A camera angle higher or lower than usual
can create a picture with a different
look. This photo was taken from a
bridge. Exposure: Provia 100, about
'/30-second at f/2.8.

USE A POLARIZING FILTER.
Compare these two photographs, one taken without a
polarizing filter (below), the
other, with a polarizer. A polarizing filter can reduce glare
and haze, darken a blue sky and
increase a picture's overall
color saturation. Cameras with
automatic exposure settings
require a circular polarizer.
Manually operated cameras
need a linear polarizer.
Exposure: Kodachrome 64,
about '/'so-second at f/8 without polarizer and about
'/us-second at f/5.6 with
polarizer.

PATTERNS. Natural or man-made patterns, ordered or random, can make interesting photographic subjects (the bridge arches in this photograph). As you
explore our waterways, watch for patterns you can photograph.
Exposure: Provia 100, about '/Wsecond at f/8.
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Year 2000 PFBC Photography Contest
PICTURE THIS! Your photograph in Pennsylvania Angler &
Boater Magazine, in Commission publications, on the
Commission's web site, and on Commission exhibits!
Rules
The Year 2000 Pennsylvania Fish
& Boat Commission Photography Contest is intended to foster
a greater appreciation for Pennsylvania's fishing and boating,
and aquatic resources.
Contest winners will be determined by a panel of judges
chosen by the PA Fish & Boat Commission. Photographs
will be rated on qualities including composition, originality, visual appeal and adherence to contest rules. First-,
second- and third-place winners, and honorable mention winners, may be selected in each category.
Contest winners and honorable mention winners will receive a certificate. Winners will also receive a large-size
(6-inch diameter) 10th Anniversary Trout Stamp patch. Honorable Mention winners will receive a year 2000 Trout Stamp
Penns^vania patch. Winning entries and honorable
mentions may appear in a contest feature article in a future issue
p^^^StirlSlDJ)
of Pennsylvania Angler
i y ^ r M i S l x v ^ & Boater. All entries may
also be used elsewhere in the magazine, on the magazine's
cover, in Commission publications, on the Commission's web
site, and in Commission exhibits.
The contest will run from January 1, 2000, through December 1, 2000. Winners are scheduled to be announced
during an awards presentation at the January 2001 Commission meeting.

• The contest is open to amateur photographers (anyone who makes
less than half one's annual income from taking and/or selling photographs).
• Entries must be original works taken in Pennsylvania, and they
must have been taken by the person entering the contest.
• Entries must also show adherence to Pennsylvania fishing and boating
laws and regulations.
• In photographs all boaters, and anglers in boats, must be wearing properly fitted, buttoned and zipped life jackets.
• Entrants may submit only mounted 35mm color slides, color prints
in sizes 3 1/z"x5", 4"x6", 5"x7", or 8"xl0", or unmounted mediumformat and large-format transparencies.
• All submissions must be in color-no black-and-white photos.
• All submissions must be original-no duplicate slides or electronic
submissions.
• No mounted, over-matted, framed or glassed prints will be accepted.
• Retouched or electronically manipulated entries are not allowed.
• Ptease do not send negatives.
• Each photo must include the entrant's name, address, phone number,
location of the photograph, and category, in addition to a fully completed official entry form on this page for each category entered.
• Participants are limited to a total of two entries per category.
Multiple submissions are allowed, as long as entrants submit no more
than two items per category.
• The Pennsylvania Fish & Boat Commission shall have therightto
use all submissions for publishing, illustration, World Wide Web display, advertising, trade, exhibitry and promotion, or any other use in
any medium for any purpose without compensation.
Entrants who want their materials returned must include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope with the right amount of postage and appropriate
packaging to safeguard materials. Submissions that do not include
return envelopes and postage will not be returned.
I MM MM MM MM MM MM MM MM MM MM MM MM 1

Photo Contest Entry Form
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Complete this form with each entry and mail to: PFBC Photo Contest, PA Fish & Boat Commission, P.O. Box 67000,
Harrisburg, PA 17106-7000. The deadline for the Commission's receiving entries is December 1, 2000.
Entrant's Name:
Address:

City:
Phone:
E-mail (if available):.
Date:

.State:.

Zip:.

Categories
•
1. Seasonal Fishing and/or Boating
•
2. Family Fishing and/or Boating
•
3. Reptiles and Amphibians (Animal closeups,
or photos with the animals as the primary subject)
•
4. Invertebrates (worms, aquatic insects,
crustaceans, mussels)
•
5. Fishing & Boating Resources
(primarily waterway scenic emphasis)
Office use only - Leave blank
Category:Entry #:

Pennsylvania Fishes
This NEW 170-page Commission
book contains detailed information
on 140 fishes found in Pennsylvania.
The book was written by awardwinning author Linda
Steiner and illustrated by
PFBC artist/illustrator
Ted Walke. Each species account includes an overview and sections on
identification, habitat and life history.
The book is fully illustrated and indexed, and it includes a list of species
by watershed. A list of resources, illustrated glossary and reference section
help students, anglers and those just
interested in learning more about
Pennsylvania fishes. The book is
printed in full color and measures
6 x 9 inches.
only

Use the order form in this issue or print the
Commission's publications list order form
on the Commission's web site:

www.fish.state.pa.us.
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